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SYED MUBARAK SHAI 

THE NARRATIVE OF 1857 

The author of this previously unpublished narrative, which ts now in the 

India Oflice Library, London (MS Eur. B 138), was the chict police official in 

the city of Delhi during its ‘siege’ by the British. When the city was recaptured, 

Mubarak Shah fled and remained in hiding until -— as part of Queen Victoria's 

proclamation of November 1858 — an amnesty was declared for certain 

categories of rebel. 

Mubarak Shah’s narrative was translated, and rather cursorily edited. in 

the following year by R. M. Edwards, Magistrate and Collector of the district of 

Muzaffarnagar (which lies between Saharanpur and Mecrut) from July 1857 

Compared with the enormous number of personal narratives of the 

rebellion written by British participants, very few survive from the rebel side and 

even fewer have been published. One. which supplies another dimension and 

some confirmation of Syed Mubarak Shah's, is by Hakim Ahsanullah Khan, the 

personal physician and trusted advisor of Bahadur Shah, king of Delhi.” 

The narrative of Syed Mubarak Shah printed here includes R. M 

Edwards’ footnotes. The spelling of names and places has, however, been 

modernised. Editorial interpolations by the present author are contained within 

[square brackets]. 

From the preface by R. M. Edwards 

Previous to the outbreak Syed Mubarak Shah, for that was his name, had served 

under me as a Police Officer in the district of Saharanpur. He was of good family 

and far better educated than the usual run of Police Officers and his statements 

may | think be for the most part relied on. He surrendered to me under the 

amnesty in 1858 and declared himself penniless and almost starving which was 

probably correct as | had confiscated all his property and the people generally 
were at that time afraid of assisting noted rebels. | could not employ him under 

Government—but as there was no evidence of his having been involved in the 

Metcalfe, T. C. Two Native Narratives of the Mutiny at Delhi. London 1898. Others can be 

found in Muir, W. Records of the Intelligence Department of the Government of the North- 

West Provinces of India during the Mutiny of 1857, 2 vols. Edinburgh 1902. The manuscript 
of Ahsanullah Khan’s narrative is. with other account. in the India Office Library. London 

(Home Miscellaneous, vol. 725). 
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murder of Europeans or loyal Natives, during the outbreak, it struck me that he 

might be useful in supplying information as to what had taken place in the city of 

Delhi during the siege. We were well acquainted with what had occurred outside 

but knew absolutely nothing of events inside the walls. I therefore suggested his 

compiling a narration of events in Delhi and said that while thus employed 

employed he might accompany my camp and I would support him. The only 

proviso I made was that he should record nothing that he did not know to be 

absolute facts. He agreed and this work is the result. R.M.E. 

NARRATIVE OF SYED MUBARAK SHAH 

About 9 a.m. on the 11th May 1857, a rumour spread through the city of Delhi 

that four Troops of Regular Cavalry and two Poorbeah [Bengali] Regiments 

which had mutinied on the previous day in Meerut and successfully resisted the 

European troops had arrived at the Bridge of Boats over the Jumna after burning 

the Toll-house. This report reached Simon Fraser, Commissioner and Governor 

General’s Agent when taking his morning bath and greatly alarmed him. A 

Telegram had been received by him the night before describing the events at 

Meerut — but as the city gates had been atready closed as usual, he appears to 

have thought that nothing could happen before morning and no precautionary 

measures would be necessary until then. Mr. Fraser’s house and office were in 

the building known as Ludlow Castle, a short distance from the Kashmir gate of 

the city. He had not believed it possible that the mutineers could reach Delhi so 

quickly, or otherwise than a broken and disorganised body after their encounter 

with the European troops quartered at Meerut — or he would have made 

arrangements to prevent their gaining admittance within the city, for he was a 

sagacious and brave man — but ‘it was written and so it came to pass’. The 3rd 

Cavalry troopers were the first to arrive, seven of their number proceeding in 

advance accompanied by numerous convicts from the Meerut Jail and Gujars 

[robbers] and others from the villages round about Delhi. It was these seven 

troopers who had looted and burnt the Toll-house. As they rode on towards the 

city gate they killed some servants of European gentlemen whom they happened 

to meet on the way. 

In the meantime the Commissioner determined to go at once into the 

city, ordered his buggy and called for his gun but the latter could not be brought 

as the key of the case was not forthcoming. Mr. Le Bar the Judge and Mr. 

Hutchinson the Officiating Magistrate now arrived and the three gentlemen left 

in buggies. The Commissioner had the Calcutta gate of the city closed 

immediately and the Judge and Magistrate drove on to arrange matters at the 

Delhi gate. At this time the seven troopers, who had come from the Bridge of 

Boats by the [Rajghat] road, were approaching the Palace at the Delhi gate and 

Daryaganj, and the two gentlemen saw them riding at speed with their swords 

drawn. Being unarmed both judge and magistrate turned their horses and tried to 

escape — the judge’s buggy got clear but the [troopers] surrounded that of the 
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magistrate and cut at him with thei swords wounded and bleeding he jumped 

from the buggy and ran into the house of Ramp: Das [a banker], from which the 

[troopers] dragged him and put him to death. Shortly before, these men had met 

Chamanlal, Native Doctor, and being told by some of the city people that he had 

been educated as an English Doctor one of thei number drawing a pistol trom 

his holster shot him dead 
Sir Theophilus Metcalfe. the Joint Magistrate. who had also eone mite the 

city on hearing of the disturbance was wounded in the hand but itis not kaown 

by whom. He went to the [Police Headquarters] and desired [the Chiet of Pol 

to be on the alert then mounting a horse belonging to Muhammad Khan of 

Jhujhur rode through the Girdon bazaar and escaped to Jhujyhur via Paharguny and 

Zardubpir in the shana [police jurisdiction] of Najatgarh 

One of the above mentioned [troopers] went towards the palace and 
seeing the Commissioner [Simon Fraser] who had not yet entered it. rode at hin 

with the intention of cutting him down. Mr. Fraser seized a musket from a 
[guard] who was standing by and shot him. The [trooper] wounded in the chest 

retired, and the Commissioner went into the palace and had the gate closed. The 
wounded man when passing through the bazaar fell from his horse — one of the 
shopkeepers brought him water but he soon after died. 

The rest of the troopers went to the Calcutta gate but finding it shut 
passed along the bank of the river and thus got beneath the back windows of the 
palace where they shouted to the guard on duty to open it. This they at first 
refused to do. but on the mutineers threatening to kill them and calling on them 
as true Muhammadans they complied and the whole of the 3rd Cavalry men then 
passed into the city. 

Captain Douglas. Commandant of the Palace Guards and assistant to the 
Agent to the Governor General. lived with his family in apartments over the 
Lahore gate of the palace. He was at the time suffering from serious illness. but 
he went at once to... the King, and asked him to remonstrate with the Troopers 
The King proceeded in person and in a loud voice ordered all his retainers then 
present to take no part whatever with the mutineers and ordered the 3rd Cavalry 
men to leave the city, adding that he would do his utmost to get their crime 
pardoned and use all his influence to obtain for them whatever they demanded. 
The mutineers replied: ‘We have come with the express intention of putting. all 
the Europeans to death because they have condemned us to bite the cartridges 
after having smeared them with the fat of swine. We have already commenced a 
[Holy War] and have come to Delhi considering you the Muhammadan King, but 
it appears that you are in league with the Christians. You will see what will 
papper They were turning their horses’ heads when a trooper rode up and cried 

t: “The city gate is open, come along.” They at once left for the Calcutta gate. 
i the King entered the Hall of Devotion, saying to Captain Douglas: “Come 
with me and I'll place you for safety in the zenana [women’s quarters |.” Captain 
D. replied: ‘I could never do such a thing. Do you mean that | should go and hide 
myself?” On this he came out of the Diwan-i-Khas [Hall of Private Audience] 
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intending to go up to his quarters where Mr. Fraser the Commissioner had 

already arrived [but] he was attacked by the King’s [attendants] who assaulted 

him with their sticks of office. He staggered on until he reached his rooms. The 

Rev. Mr. Jennings and his daughter, Miss Clifford and the Commissioner, were 

all assembled there with the Douglas family. Mr Fraser seeing the true state of 

affairs and the lamentable condition of Captain Douglas left the room and went 

down the stairs, unarmed, and saw one of the 3rd Cavalry troopers standing 

outside and insisting on the palace gate being opened. He spoke to him in severe 

terms and began going up the stair to get a musket when an Afghan [attendant] of 

the King’s, Khalihdad Khan, struck him with his sword wounding him severely 

on the face and as Mr. Fraser fell struck him repeatedly, killing him on the spot. 

While the Commissioner was being murdered the gate of the palace was opened. 

Khalihdad Khan accompanied by other [attendants] then went to Captain 

Douglas’s quarters and forcing their way into the room killed every soul they 

found. 
Captain Douglas was cut to pieces when lying in a state of insensibility, 

then Padre Jennings and the rest were butchered by Khalihdad Khan aided by the 

other miscreants who were only armed with bludgeons — but Miss Jennings got _ 

hold of a large bamboo and defended herself most gallantly, repeatedly striking 

the [Afghan] and the others but was eventually overpowered and killed by the 

sword of Khalihdad Khan. 

Some hours had now elapsed from the time the 3rd Cavalry men had 

reached the Bridge of Boats. During this time the waves of revolt and of hell 

were rolling into the city of Delhi — an enormous amount of property was 

plundered by the bad characters of the town and by the convicts who had escaped 

from the Meerut Jail. Every man of the Magistrate’s office who had made any 

show of resistance had been killed along with the guard. Those alone escaped 

who joined the rioters or who throwing away their weapons succeeded in 

concealing themselves. Every soul from the oldest man to the youngest infant, 

who could in any way be regarded as Christian, was put to death by the city 

{hooligans} and the large mob which by this time- had joined the mutineer — 

cavalry. Numbers of people began to point out where Christians lived, or were — 

concealed, and the troopers rushed about slaying every man, woman, or child 

they could discover. 

About this time the three Native Infantry regiments which had been 

stationed at Delhi, viz. the 74th, the 54th and the 38th were marched down to the 

Kashmir gate with the object of expelling the Meerut mutineers from the city. 

When the 54th had gone a short distance within the walls some of the 3rd 

Cavalry approached and on seeing the regiment their leader rode out in advance 

and raising his sword above his head reversed it with the point downwards, 

calling out: “Brother are you with those of the true faith?” on which the 54th 

halted to a man. From this it would appear that matters had been previously 

arranged and that both parties were acting on a preconcerted clan. The officers 

called on their men to fire, but they, one and all, grounded their arms and ran on 
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one side, leaving their officers alone, three or four of whom Were at once shot by 

the Cavalry while the rest, seeing they could do nothing with their men, fled from 

the city in various directions. The sepoy then fired ther muskets in the air and 

many embraced the troopers. The three Native Infantry regiments now made 

| common cause with the Cavalry mutineers and accompanied them into the heart 

| of the city. 
i In a house near the palace of Nawwab Hamid Ali Khan and close to the 

Kashmir gate lived Mr. Collins with his family he was Deputy Collector in 

‘charge of the Government Treasury. The 3rd Cavalry men and above mentioned 

'sepoys murdered the entire Collins family, including father, mother, six young 

children and some grown-up young ladies. One of the Miss Collins was a great 

beauty — when she saw her relations killed she called out to the trooper who was 

about to cut her down: *You will gain nothing by thus killing me. Your religious 
faith will not spread over the land, nor will your rule succeed; show some pity.” 
Gummur Khan, son of Gulab Shah, a resident of the Meerut district, a trooper in 
the 3rd Cavalry, struck her with such violence that she was cleft through the head 
down to the bosom. 

The mutineers then went to the late Colonel Skinner’s house and found 
10 one, but in the neighbourhood a European lady and gentleman lived and the 
troopers and sepoys entered the enclosure and put them also to death. The 
zentleman was overpowered and killed immediately, but the lady who was in an 
apper and rather lofty verandah, seeing her husband murdered, leant over and cut 
jJown one of the sepoys with a sword wounding him severely on the head and 
qand. The mutineers however got up to where she was and cut her to pieces. 

Another English gentleman escaped from the city by the Ajmir gate and 
iid himself in one of the [potters’] pits. These men on seeing him told the 
roopers who came and shot him. 

When the Native Infantry regiments had as already described marched 
nto the city, parties of the sepoys and troopers left the main body and went to the 
Jail where they demanded that the gates should be opened. The guard made a 

| show of resistance at first and fired a few harmless shots but very soon opened 
the Jail, released all the prisoners and removed their fetters. 

In the meantime the 11th and 20th Native Infantry which had mutinied at 
eerut arrived in Delhi and the whole five regiments, joined by the convicts 

eleased from the Meerut and Delhi jails together with a large number of the city 
hooligans] and masses of men from the neighbouring villages roamed about 
lundering the respectable inhabitants and committing every species of enormity. 
everal European officers and gentlemen who resided with their families outside 

city or in cantonments, after remaining for some hours at the Flagstaff Tower 
n the Ridge and being abandoned by their men tied to Meerut, Ambala and 
ther stations. During that night the sepoys and rioters enriched themselves with 
e plunder of gold and silver coin, valuable jewellery, and costly embroidered 
oth. 
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Mr. Galloway the Assistant Magistrate who held office in the early 

morning was sitting alone in his [court] room, all his [clerks] having disappeared, 

when a 38th Native Infantry sepoy, one of the Treasury Guard shot him in his 

chair.....the rest of the guard then looted the treasure.” 

The troopers of the 3rd Cavalry did not join in the general pillage but the 

Sepoys especially the 74th Native Infantry and 20th Native Infantry from Meerut 

distinguished themselves in the indiscriminate slaughter of defenceless women 

and children in a manner that in no other country or under any form of religion or 

government has ever been equalled — no not from the creation of the wortd up to 

the present day. This was especially shameful because from the very 

commencement of British rule in India the English have respected the faith and 

religious observances of both Muhammadan and Hindu, have meted out equal 

justice to all, have treated with honour and distinction the native nobility, have 

aided in the ceremonies of both religions, have added to the dignity and wealth of jj 

the people and have inv ariably treated them with that consideration and kindness 

which is said to have been the practice of those ancient Kings who are now 

always spoken of as the protectors and benefactors of their people. They have 

also always respected the sanctity of the zenana and the honour of native women 

of all classes and ranks, in the same mannér as they respect their own. What then | 

' 
’ 
. 

| 

must we the people of India think when after such basic ingratitude, foul, 

treachery and massacre, the Queen — whom may Heaven reward, with a 

magnanimity which no language can describe, has returned good for evil and 

forgotten and forgiven such black offences. All the local officers in accordance 

with the spirit of Her Majesty's instructions have dealt leniently with the people - 

so that those who had abandoned their homes are returning and settling to their 

former peaceful pursuits. Why should not the Almighty strengthen the roots of 

such a Government and preserve it forever? 

It must always be a matter of surprise and astonishment why or from 

what special causes these heinous crimes were committed. All that can be said is, 

that it was decreed by the Supreme Being, the Creator of the world, and that man 

is powerless to resist God’s will. 

The above account is incorrect and injustice to Arthur Galloway. I give the true one— 

On hearing of the disturbances in the city on the early morning of Monday 11th May 

1857. Galloway went to his post at the Treasury and only quitted it for a time to procure aid 

trom the main guard at the Kashmir gate as the Sepoys of the Treasury guard were in almost 

open mutiny though up to that time they had not attacked him or broken into the strong room. 

The officers deserted by their men and many of them wounded could give no assistance and 

Galloway was repeatedly urged to remain and take his chance with them as by returning to the 

Treasury he could do no good and would certainly lose his life. He said he was well aware 

What the result must be but it was his duty to stick to his post — he did so, and stood on guard 

at the door of the Treasury with a drawn sword — our solitary Englishman, among a seething 

mass of armed and excited Sepoys who soon attacked and overpowered him resisting to the 

death 

| received this information from officers who had seen and spoken with Galloway at the 

Kashmir gate on that occasion - and the scene at the Treasury was told me by respectable 

natives of Delhi who had heard it from the Sepoys and others. 
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In the very midst of the outbreak in the city a European lady diseuised in 

native clothes, entered the Palace unobserved. The King’s favourite wife. Zinat 

Mahal Begum, placed her for safety in the zemana, but some of the [attendants | 

discovering the fact told the sepoys, about a hundred of whom forced thei way 

into the Diwan-i-khas and shouted to the King: “Deliver up immediately the 

memsahib whom you have concealed in the Palace or we will break inte your 

zenana, drag her out and dishonour you forever” On this the Kine landed her 

over to the sepoys but made them promise not to hill her. They took hics rl 

the Palace and when they had reached the main bazaar they began beating lies 

with the butt-end of their muskets. She lost her temper and reproached: them 

saying: "You are treating me as you would a poor coolig you want to hill me 

why don’t you shoot me at once instead of subjecting me to these mdisgnitics”’ 

On this one of their number shot her dead. 

Numerous bodies of sepoys. Cavalry troopers and others went throurh 

the streets, alleys and lanes of the city plundering and maltreating respectable 
citizens. while many others proceeded to the Government Magazine. The several 
gates of the walled enclosure had been made fast by the four or five European 

sergeants who were inside. These men seeing that they could not resist for any 
length of time the vast hordes of assailants by which they were surrounded 
collected a quantity of small arms ammunition and fired it. One of their number 
was blown to pieces and one of the Magazine buildings blown into the air at the 
same time — upwards of two hundred men including sepoys. troopers and 
lookers on . . . were killed by the explosion and a vast number wounded. [he 
bullets from the exploded cartridges reached the Palace. some falling in the 
King’s private apartments. The rest of the Europeans were. it is believed. all 
killed,” by the mutineers and town rabble who soon effected an entrance. In the 
height of their insane exultation they took no measures to prevent a general 
plunder of the magazine stores, the result being that enormous quantities of 

_ gunpowder and ordnance supplies of every description were carried off not only 
| by the mutineers’but by the townspeople and the men of the surrounding villages. 

'| This looting of the Magazine continued for several days. but was at length 
| stopped and a sepoy guard stationed at the main gate. Orders were also issued 
requiring the people to give up what they had taken but these had little effect. 
The residences of the European officers situated in Cantonments were burnt or 

| otherwise destroyed. 
Mr. and Mrs. Beresford with three grown-up daughters and some 

European clerks lived in the Delhi Bank House situated in the Begum Sumru’s 
garden in the heart of the city close to the Chandni Chowk. The gentlemen had 
armed themselves with guns, the ladies with pistols, and they kept up a heavy fire 
from the roof killing and wounding several of the sepoys and city blackguards 
who had come to loot the Bank. Some of their assailants, however, managed to 
effect an entrance where they collected the books and papers in a large pile and 

This is incorrect. 
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_ set fire to the mass. The house speedily caught and the Europeans were forced to 

descend when one and all were butchered. 

In the general confusion caused by the riotous proceedings in the city, 

party of eight [Muslim Rajputs] assembled a body of dacoits and sometimes 

along with and sometimes apart from them gutted one portion of the town, loade 

their camels with gold coins, jewellery and other valuables and started for thei 

native village .. . The plundering of the city continued for the whole of that day! 

and night. On the following day a European sergeant who had up to that tim 

remained concealed . . . was betrayed to the sepoys, dragged to the Fatehpu 

Masjid [one of the city’s mosques] and there put to death. 

The landowners and Native gentlemen of respectability and positio! 

remained during these days within their houses, in the hope, vain in most} 

instances, of being able to protect their property, but in constant dread of ai 

attack by the mob. Some 80 or 100 sepoys went to the house of Ram Surrum 

Das, Deputy Collector, who had died a few weeks before and who had been 

very able and trusted servant of the British government, but between whom an 

the townspeople feelings of animosity had long existed, and then and ther 

disgraced and maltreated the women of the family some of whom did not recove 

from the violent treatment to which they*were subjected. i 

The troopers of the 3rd Cavalry ,were picketed in the Mehtab Bagh 

adjacent to the Hyat Bagh while the infantry regiments were distributed in the 

shops in the several bazaars. 

The city was being rapidly ruined by the indiscriminate pillage which 

was carried on. The bodies of the English officers and other European residents 

along with many native corpses were lying about in the streets and the large and 

up to then nourishing city became the abode of fear, dismay and pestilence. 

On the third day several European ladies married and unmarried with 

children of various ages from one to seven, one lady far advanced in pregnancy 

and one European gentleman, in all about forty souls, were betrayed to th 

sepoys by the townspeople, taken out of a house in Daryaganj belonging to th 

Nawab Wazir of Lucknow where they had hitherto remained concealed, an 

removed to the Palace where they were all imprisoned together near the Lahor 

gate. For four days the King fed them . . . from his own table. Hakim Ahsanulla 

Khan [the king’s physician] and Mirza Alahi Baksh [a relative of the king’: 

together with Husain Mirza, the King’s minister, constantly besought the King t 

issue injunctions to the sepoys forbidding them on any account to kill thes 

Europeans, but to detain them in confinement, urging ‘these are all women an 

children — What harm have they done and what advantage can their death be t 

you?’ The King acted on the representations and issued orders to the mutinee 

but when these last learnt that he had fed them during their detention the 

suspected he was in league with the English and determined to involve him | 

their death. Consequently on the fourth or fifth day of their imprisonment tl 

whole party was taken out . . . in front of a shallow tank by a pipal tree ar 

surrounded by sepoys and troopers. The King wept and besought the mutinee 

; 
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not to take the lives of the women and children, saying to them: * Lake care for 

if you commit such a deed the vengeance and anger of God will fall on me 

Why slay the innocent?’ The mutineers refused to listen and replied: “We'll kill 

them and in your Palace so whatever be the result you too shall be considered 

one in this business and you will be thought equally guilty by the English. At 

‘length the King’s [attendants], the chief of whom was Jemadar Hamid Khan of 

Rampur, and the 3rd Cavalry men slaughtered the women and children with their 

swords but the [attendants] were the most active in the massacre and killed by far 

the greater number. The instigators of this massacre were Talyvar Khan, subcdar 

{native officer] of the 3rd Cavalry from Meerut, and Mirza Moghul , the King’s 

son. 
News of the occurrences at Delhi had by this time spread east. west, 

north, and south. The country roads were no longer sate and those who attempted 

to travel along them were waylaid. Lines of communications were closed 

Village attacked village. The strong preyed upon the weak crime reigned 

supreme and weapons of every description were prepared in large quantities 

14,000 battleaxes and 8,000 matchlocks [in three regions] in eleven days 

Agriculture was to a great extent abandoned and the country people soon became 

even worse [off] during the time of the Marathas or the Sikhs. Peace, confidence 

and safety deserted the land and a very different regime took their place 

Thousands of lives were sacrificed. Those who had been ruined by the 

resumption of jagirs [grants of land], or beggared by Civil Court decrees. or 

ousted by moneylenders, joined heart and soul in the disturbances so that large 

numbers were killed. The assailants were in their turn the victims of the rapacity 

of others and property which had escaped the fangs of the law was frequently 

destroyed in these raids. It must however be stated that the warlike preparations 

made by the people were not against the British government but with a view to 

protect themselves against their neighbours, with whom in most instances feuds 

of long standing were renewed — feuds which were not forgotten though they 

had for years been suppressed by the strong hand of government. Moreover a 

general plunder of the amassed gains of the moneylenders was set on foot and 

spread like fire in a forest. Great numbers of the Muhammadan population 

repaired to Delhi to take part in the war of extermination against the English. As 

far as in them lay, the mutineers did not leave a Christian alive in the capital. The 

sepoys now began to add murder to indiscriminate robbery and killed many 

highly respectable people on pretence that they were in collusion with the British, 

but really because they would not accede to their demands. 

At length the mutinied regiments in Delhi assembled in council and 
determined to get reinforcements from other stations. The King, too, with a view 
to restore order in the city and curb the excesses of the escaped convicts and 
[hooligans] after consulting the officers of the Cavalry and Infantry, appointed 

Afterwards shot by William Hodson. 
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Mir Nawab .. . [Chief of Police] in the room of {the previous holder} who had 

fled on the commencement of the outbreak. 

Some four or five European gentlemen including one known as the 

“Captain Sahib” had succeeded in concealing themselves for four days in the 

[cellars] of the house of the Wazir of Lucknow — but unable to stand the intense 

thirst any longer one of their number crept out to procure water. Unfortunately he 

was seen by one of the neighbours who went and told the sepoys that Europeans 

were in hiding... Upwards of a hundred mutineers went to the house at once — 

one party surrounding it while another went down to the basement. The Captain 

Sahib, who alone had a gun, shot one of the sepoys. when the rest retired for a 

time but soon returned in force, effected an entrance, and killing all the others 

took the Captain Sahib away with them. He was a man of Herculean strength, 

tried courage, and noble appearance. They dragged him to the [Police 

Headquarters] and murdered him in front of that building. 

[wo days after this. young Skinner, son of Joseph Skinner and grandson 

of the celebrated Colonel Skinner, was passing along by the Sahiba Bagh 

disguised in native costume when some of the townspeople recognised him and 

informed the sepoys who came and seized him and intended shooting him then 

and there but a Cavalry man remonstrate@and proposed they should take him to 

the Palace and there put him to death — they started with this intention but had 

only reached the [Police Headquarters] when one of the party shot him. He 

received the ball in the body but had not fallen when a trooper dealt him a blow 

separating his head from his body. 

Another European known as the bajawala |bandmaster] — who played 

the Church organ and whose young son was very intimate with Jawan Bakht [one 

of the King’s sons] had at the commencement of the outbreak sought shelter of 

Zinat Mahal, hoping thereby to save his own and his boy’s life. She concealed 

them in her apartment for five days but told them on the sixth that if they 

remained they would certainly be killed, so after disguising themselves father and 

son left the palace, barefoot. On their arriving at the Fatehpur Masjid they were 

recognised by the people who after beating them severely took them to the 

sepoys and had them shot. . 

The people of Delhi complained so bitterly at this time of the plundering 

and violence to which they were daily and almost hourly subjected that their 

accusations reached the King who dismissed the (Chief of Police] as incompetent 

and placed Muizuddin Husain, Thanadar {senior police officer] of Paharganj, in 

the vacancy, but he was unable to stop the general robbery and pillage and after a 

few days was also discharged . . . 

All who were seized as Christians, were kept in close custody either in 

the Palace or city [Police Headquarters] until the facts were enquired into when 

their release or execution solely depended on the will of the sepoys whose power 

was supreme. Few indeed ever reached either of these [places] as in most 

instances the sepoys who had seized them, either believing them to be really 
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Christians, or for ends of their own, or at the instigation of others murdered them 

at once. 
| Phe following arrangements for the defence of the city were now made 

| Four hundred sepoys and two guns were stationed at cach gate. barge 

7 parties of Cavalry were kept inside the Palace a troop being placed at the main 

were in front of the Diwan-i-am [Hall of Public Audience} Mir Nawab whe 

}was [now] head and chief of the city rebels after consulting with the mutinces 

} Officers determined to seize the district of Gurgaon and capture the Civil Officer 

bat that station. He left with a strong force for that purpose but Mr bord the 

} 
} gate and another by the Diwan-i-khas. Six Horse Artillery guns fully equipped 

} 

| Magistrate managed to escape... The Mir’s party then made common cause 

with the villagers and after burning the houses and public offices returned: to 

Delhi. The Deputy Collector and most of the native officials of Gurgaon 

succeeded in concealing themselves and escaped the grasp of the oppressors 
The mutineer army despatched a single sepoy with a letter to Abdul 

Rahman Khan, Nawwi PJhujhur requiring him to join and aid ther 

cause and in the event of his refusal threatening to march against him. He sent 

fifty horsemen, nominally to assist but really to mislead the mutineers and 

orevent their attacking him, saying that he sent this party at once as an advance 

guard but was preparing a much larger force for them. He at the same time 
presented the sepoy-messenger with two hundred rupees. The movement against 
Jhujhur was consequently postponed and a force assembled tor Rohtak instead. 
the command of which was given to Mirza Abu Bakr. grandson of the King. Mit 
Nawwab being associated with him. 

About this period news reached Delhi that Rao Tula Ram of Rewari had 
seized that part of the country, proclaimed himself raja. and was looting in every 
direction. The King was much enraged as this same Tula Ram had a short time 
pefore sent [petitions] to him tendering his allegiance. The raja of Ballabhgarh 
had sent a similar [petition] on which the mutineers ordered him to join them at 
pnce or take the consequences. On receiving their communication the raya lett 
for Delhi with an escort of one hundred horse and arriv ing near the city before 
awn sent notice of his arrival to Hakim Ahsanullah Khan. who. being a man of 

{PXperience and rare sagacity and moreover a well-wisher of the British. replied. 
\ elling him on no account to come into the ciiy, but to return at once and if the 

utineer army threatened to attack him to collect his vassals and defy them. On 
his the raja retraced his steps. 

Rawalji, an influential and very wealthy landholder in Jaipur. had been 
iving in Delhi for sonic time having left his own country in a huff at being 
ismissed from the maharaja’s service. He had a body of Horse and Foot with 
im and was in like manner required by the mutineers to join them. Being an 
Stute individual he replied that he was ready and willing to do so, that he had 
ndeed been rather impatiently waiting for such an invitation but that as the force 
ith him was small he would march back at once to Jaipur, collect a formidable 
Ody of troops and speedily return and ally himself with them and their cause. 
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The leading mutineer officers highly approved and Rawalji departed in great } 

pomp for Jaipur and never returned ... 

The Ramadan [a Muslim festival and feast] was now over and the first of 

the ‘Id [a festival which followed Ramadan] had arrived — a rumour prevailed | 

throughout the city that the English troops would assault and enter Delhi on the 

Meerut side when the King and his followers had gone in procession to the | 

‘Idgah [a place for celebrating festivals] for prayer. The old King, on account of 

his great age or from fear of an attack did not accompany the party, but his sons | 

Mirza Moghul, Mirza Khizr Sultan, and his grandson Abu Bakr went in great 

pomp with drums beating and banners flying, escorted by 250 Cavalry — a 

regiment of Infantry and three guns. Now it so happened that Bishen Singh and 

Bhagwat Singh of Ghaziabad, influential zamindars [landowners] were coming at 

the same time to Delhi to pay homage and present a nazar {ceremonial gift] to 

the King and a large mass of Muhammadans were also on their way to the city | 

for the ‘Id. The King was sitting in [a tower room] which overlooks the river and 

seeing this vast assemblage of people at once concluded that the report above 

alluded to was correct and that the English army had really arrived, so he 

despatched a [camel-rider] in hot haste to the ‘Idgah ordering his son to leave the 

troops to their fate and instantly return to the palace, as from the great clouds of 

dust an army was evidently approaching and was already near the Jumna bridge, 

On receipt of this order the princes sprang on their horses and fled in a state of 

terror such as no language can adequately describe. The troops followed heller’ 

skelter, a confused, panic-stricken mob, leaving their guns, most of the Cavalry’ 

chargers, and even many of their weapons behind at the ‘Idgah. On reaching the: 

city they learned that the Ghaziabad zamindars had been the sole cause of the 

panic. 
Hakim Ahsanullah Khan contrived to send a secret messenger to the 

representative of the British government at Meerut with a letter as if from the 

King detailing these facts and saying: ‘I am powerless to strike — you have left 

me so. The mutinied portion of your army of their own will and pleasure, entered 

this city and murdered your people and your women and children. Up to the 

present moment the pillage of the place continues. I am really under surveillance. 

In the manner which may seem best to you take or send for your army, and turn 

them out of Delhi.’ 

Up to this point the King appears to have remained true and upright as 

far as the British government was concerned, but that very evening by the advice 

and guile of Mir Nawwab and Mirza Abu Bakr, the King’s grandson, two 

infantry regiments with three guns and some regular cavalry were despatched to 

Rohtak. 

On the Rohtak road about [twelve miles] from Delhi in the Police Thane 

[station] of Mundh, the Thanadar was Syed Mubarak Shah.” This officer hac 

remained at his post from the commencement of the outbreak, althougt 

The compiler of this narration. 
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constantly threatened with death or expulsion, Daily expecting the arrival of a 

British force he had maintained order to the best of his ability and restrained the 

villagers from crime, assuring them that the suspension of governmental 

authority was but for a day and that all would shortly be restored as before As 

long as Mubarak Shah remained the men of Mundh committed no excesses but 

those of the surrounding villages were mixed up in numerous dacoities and 

murders. 
When the Thanadar found that he was the only government official lett 

in the Delhi division he sent a petition to the Magistrate of Rohtak describing the 

state of the country round and begging for a reinforcement of two hundred 

horsemen to enable him to resist the rebels. A reply arrived to the effect that no 

troops could be sent as those who should have composed the party had mutinied - 

but that if unable to hold on where he was the [police station] of Samplah was at 

his disposal. On the arrival of the Delhi rebels at Mundh they called up the 

Thanadar and asked whose Thana it was. He replied: “The King’s’ on this 

they said: ‘On whose side are you?’ He answered: ‘On that of the true faith.’ 

Then the detachment passed on towards Rohtak and the Thanadar by these 

answers saved his own life. It halted at Samplah and from there communicated 

by letter with the Rohtak Treasury Guard who told them to approach without teat 

as they were ‘with them’. Mr Locke the Magistrate, finding that the sepoys 

would not obey orders and that they had practically taken possession of the 

Treasury, left the station with four or five faithful natives and escaped in safety to 

Panipat. The following day the rebel force entered Rohtak. plundered and burnt 

every house in the civil lines; looted the city, maltreated the males and outraged 

the women — Mir Nawwab himself carried off three fair Hindu girls loaded with 

costly ornaments. Mirza Abu Bakr and his army of oppressors then returned to 

Delhi bringing the whole of the government treasure and accompanied by the 

traitorous sepoy guard, When passing Mundh they seized the Thanadar Mubarak 

Shah and took him along with them as they suspected him to be a friend of the 

English.” 
The Thanadar was threatened with instant death if he ventured outside 

Delhi city, so he remained with an old friend Abdul Wahud,” a resident of 

Saharanpur who had been employed in Mr Fraser the Commissioner’s office. 

Both eagerly looked for an opportunity to escape but were unable to venture in 

consequence of the strict watch kept night and day at all the gates. 
As already stated the Magistrate of Rohtak reached Panipat safely and 

halted there in hopes of obtaining troops to take back to his station. The 60th 
Native Infantry was eventually ordered to go, but on arrival at Rohtak heard all 

particulars of the Delhi force which had preceded them and themselves broke 

The compiler of this narration makes out a good story for himself — but there is no doubt that 

he threw in his lot with the rebels and mutineers and took an active part against the British. 
This man had been head of my vernacular office at Saharanpur and was an exceptionally 

clever but unscrupulous fellow. He joined the rebels in Delhi — of his ultimate fate | know 
nothing. 
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into open mutiny but did not raise their hands against their officers. They simply 

told them to ‘be off so they and the Magistrate left while the 60" started for 

Delhi. 

The treasury guard at Hissar consisted of a company of the Hariana Light 

Infantry stationed at Hansi. When news of the mutineer troops being in Delhi 

reached the former place the cavalry of Bahadur Jang Khan [ruler of Hissar] who 

were on duty with the Magistrate began a system of highway robbery. Mr. 

Wedderburn sent for Shah Nur Khan the [cavalry officer] and enjoined him to 

maintain order as disturbances were rife throughout the country. On this the 

[officer] wrote to his master the raja for a hundred additional men who arrived in 

due course .. . and encamped in a garden outside the Fort, altogether separate 

from Shah Nur Khan and his men. 

The Hariana Infantry Regiment and the detachment of the 4th Irregular 

Cavalry which had been left at Hansi by Major Martin when he marched w ith the 

main body to Karnal determined to mutiny and sent five troopers to Hissar with 

instructions to their comrades to rise. murder the Europeans and seize the 

treasure as they intended doing at Hansi. The officers at the latter place on 

learning of these plots resolved to blow u the magazine but were prevented by 

the sepoys who were on the alert and had taken possession of the place. Captain 

Stafford commanding the regiment. Tapsill the Collector of Customs, Dr Rich 

and all the ladies and children escaped in the Jind direction, but the doctor and 

three or four Europeans fell into the hands of the sepoys and were put to death. 

A European [landowner] named Paul, on seeing the critical state of 

things at Hansi left for Hissar with his wife and nine children and on the way met 

the five troopers (who, had been sent to that place as already stated) and the - 

company of the Harianas which after mutinying at Hissar was proceeding to join 

the headquarters of the regiment. They seized the helpless Paul and his family 

and though he repeatedly assured them that he was unconnected with the 

government and their grievances, his remonstrances were of no avail and he with 

his entire family were butchered. The company of sepoys had possessed 

themselves of the Rs. 19,000 of government treasure besides seizing all the 

money in the several stations along the Customs line. 

The five troopers of the 4th Irregulars who had been deputed to Hissar, 

rode up to the Fort on arrival and ordered the gates to be opened as the Russian 

army had arrived. All the European residents a$ well as sepoys forming the 

Treasury Guard were inside the Fort. When the latter heard details of the events 

at Hansi they sounded the alarm and [Lieutenant] Barwell the Adjutant going to 

the spot was shot down. Mrs. Barwell, Mrs Wedderburn and her infant were 

taken prisoner by the sepoys and eventually handed over by the [commander] of 

the regiment to a party of Muhammadans who had joined the outbreak, the chief 

of whom was a relation of the Muhammadan Deputy Magistrate. This fiend took 

the ladies into one of the [bath-houses] and there murdered them, the infant 

sharing the fate of its mother. It is said that Mrs Wedderburn’s long hair had 

fallen down and she asked permission to put it up so that it should not interfere 
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with the effect of the sword blow and so delay death, Mt Smith escaped trom the 

{courthouse} into the high grass jungle. Mrs Smith and her children tid for some 

time in their garden but as they were suffering agony from thirst she ventured to 

the canal to procure a [little water and was seen and murdered the poor 

children were pointed out by their Muhammadan servant and all butehered) Mur 

Wedderburn was the first person killed having been shot i the [courthouse | by 

the sepoys on duty at the Treasury. Mr Jeffrey. the Collectorate Clerk. was 

sheltered and concealed by a son of Dhian Singh 

When the company of Hariana sepoys had thus disposed of all th 

Europeans they could find they took possession of the treasure amounting to on 

lakh and fifty-six thousand rupees [156,000] and placing it in commissariat carts 

which they seized for the purpose. brought it with them to Thins, Phe public 

offices at Hissar and Hansi were burnt and totally destroyed) The whole ot the 

Hariana Light Infantry with 100 men of the 4th Irregulars then set out for De hi 

taking the treasure and magazine stores along with them and marching via 

Najafgarh but avoiding the main road. While en route they divided the greater 

part of the spoil but laid aside a portion for the King. 

Three companies of the Hariana corps and 200 of the 4th Irregular 

Cavalry were stationed at Lirza under Imam Khan. When information of the 

mutiny of the headquarters of their regiment at Hansi reached this detachment 

they determined to follow the example and persuaded the troopers to join them 

On learning their intentions Captain Robertson, the Superintendent, wanted the 

people of the town and villages to disarm the troops but they refused professing 

their inability to cope with the sepoys. Both Cavalry and Infantry soon broke into 

open mutiny, the [commanding officer of the Infantry] telling his men to 

slaughter all the Europeans, while the [Cavalry commander] refused to join or 

permit any bloodshed saying that the gentlemen had never done them any harm 

but on the contrary had invariably treated them with consideration. Both Horse 

and Foot took possession of the money in the Treasury. thirty-six thousand 

rupees, and marched direct for Delhi. They did not keep any of the treasure but 

took it entire to the King. 

So large a force of mutineer troops had now arrived in Delhi that Mirza 

Moghul the King’s son and the chief officers of the rebel army, after holding a 

council determined to occupy the Ridge at the Flagstaff tower and for this 

purpose detached two infantry regiments, two hundred Regular Cavalry —— one 

hundred of the 4th Irregular — two guns of a Bullock Battery and one Field 

Battery — but of this number fully one half, sometimes two thirds were in the 

habit of leaving their posts and coming into the city during the night. On more 

than one occasion the guns were left quite deserted. 

’ Although enormous supplies of military stores had been plundered from 
the government Magazine a vast amount still remained, as can be well imagined 

when we recollect that five crores of rupees [50 million] had been expended on 
them. All this had now fallen into the hands of the mutineers so they began to 
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erect bastions and mount guns at the points they considered the strongest and 

most tenable. 

A British force of about two thousand men of all arms, European and 

Native, which had come by forced marches from Meerut arrived at the Hindan 

river about [ten miles] east of Delhi and encamped on its bank. The system of 

plunder and robbery which [landowners] had since the commencement of the 

disturbances carried on along their line of road was at once stopped by the 

approach of this column. Reprisals were taken as the troops advanced and 

hundreds of innocent travellers as well as dacoits [bandits] and highway robbers 

were seized and hanged. 

When the mutineer forces learned of the approach of the British they 

arranged to march on [Ghazi-ud-din Nagar] and give them battle; and the leading 

officers deemed it advisable so to act that the people of the country generally 

should believe that the King was . . . with them in all they had done or were 

about to do. They thought this the more necessary as from the delay in the arrival 

of the British . . . and the great number of regiments which had mutinied 

throughout the length and breadth of the land, a belief existed in the rebel army 

and indeed among the [Delhi princes] themselves that with the exception of the 

force at the Hindan river the whole of Hindustan was now clear of the English — 

as without any real cause of grievance, or any inducement offered by King or 

prince, the Company’s army, its own sworn servants, had turned upon, their 

masters and driven them from the country. The regimental officers went in 

consequence to the King in a body and besought His Majesty to mount and 

accompany them to the first battle . . . “You will thus see how we will fight for 

you.’ The King replied that he was old and infirm, could with difficulty move 

about and had been unable to go even as far as the ‘Idgah on the great day of 

prayer though it was close outside the city walls. Nor had he or his ancestors 

from the time of [the emperor Farrukhsiyar] a period of [138] years, ever seen a 

battle — adding: ‘I know nothing whatever of military tactics but you do.’ The 

officers replied that if unable to go himself he must send one or more of his sons. 

The King thus importuned told them to consult with Mirza Moghul, Mirza Khizr 

Sultan and Abu Bakr. The two last prepared to accompany the rebel army which 

was to march before daybreak the next morning. The force consisted of three 

regiments, four Horse Artillery guns, one gun of a Bullock Battery and four 

hundred Cavalry. Mir Nawwab, the same man who had gone to Rohtak, 

accompanied the princes. 

The British column was smaller than that of the mutineers and their 

information was bad so they were not aware of the near approach of their 

enemies, but they had a strong picket of the 9th Lancers thrown out on both 

flanks and their troops were hidden from view by rising ground. The mutineers 

advanced and fired their heavy guns which were immediately replied to by the 

British. Both parties of Lancers advanced slowly to the rebel troops shaking their 

lances and making them glisten in the sun. The mutineers did not like the look of 

the Lancers and their artillerymen losing nerve withdrew one of the guns. The 
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rebels advanced tiring slowly and irregularly while the British puns were 

discharged with great rapidity. Mirza Khizr Sultan not liking the turn matters 

were taking got out of his buggy and mounted his horse, and the British: fire 

} becoming each moment heavier while that of the rebels vot weaker, he turned to 

} Mir Nawwab and said: ‘What is to be done now?’ to which the latter replied 

' ‘Come along, your Highness — look the English are advancing along the line 

| and the Lancers are coming on with those fearful lances.” On hearing these words 

the Mirza turned his horse’s head and the mutineers seeing him retiring. lirst by 

| twos and three, but soon in one mass tied panic-stricken from the field. [he 

European cavalry followed for a short distance and captured one heavy gun and 

three Horse Artillery guns. The rebel troops threw away their arms in their flight 

and in sore straits and inconceivable confusion reached the Jumna late in the 

afternoon. 
The narrow bridge could not hold the crowds pressing over it so that 

hundreds from sheer terror and believing that the dreaded lances of the 9th were 

close to their backs rushed into the river and perished. The English did not pursue 

for any distance. If even a small portion of their troops had followed closely their 

first battery might have been at the gates of Delhi and they would assuredly have 

got into the city, as the beaten army had communicated their fears to the entire 

tebel force which had remained in the city and one and all had become 
incapacitated from fear and were helpless as far as fighting was concerned. The 
English commander however did not deem it expedient to carry on the pursuit 

Next day the rebel army, trying to look very valorous, made 
arrangements for the defence of the city and recommended oppressing the 

townspeople on the pretence that they were conveying information to the 

advancing column. Shamelessly forgetful of their own utter discomfiture they 
continued to bully the respectable citizens and to disgrace them in every possible 
way. 

The officers of the regiments which had been engaged the previous day 
jlaid the blame for the defeat on Mirza Khizr Sultan and Mirza Abu Bakr and 

| | finding it necessary to do something to retrieve their name and prestige, left again 
for [Ghiza-ud-din Nagar] with two additional guns under Mir Nawwab. Artillery 

jfire was carried on for some time with the English forces, in which [Colonel 
Chester] on the British side, an officer of great prowess, was killed, and a 
grapeshot struck Mir Nawwab on the hand. [This action took place at Badli-ke- 
serai.] At 4 p.m. the rebel force retired and re-entered Delhi. On that day they 

were not attacked by the English so they escaped in safety with their guns. 
At this time the British commanders deemed it advisable to move from 

[Badli-ke-serai], join the column which had marched from Ambala under 
General Anson [actually, Sir Henry Barnard] and if possible take up a position on 
_ Ridge between Delhi city and the cantonments. Their route was by the Bajpat 
erry, 

As the column left [Badli-ke-serai] Mr Greathed, Commissioner of 
Meerut and Civil Commissioner with the force, remarked: ‘If we can seize the 
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Ridge we may consider we have possession of Delhi, because in the first place 

we shall have the benefit of the old cantonment and secondly, the city will be 

within range of our guns, while the Ridge will protect us from those of the 

enemy. 

[From the Jumna ferry] the column moved to Alipur. On the rebel 

leaders learning this they sent three infantry regiments — five hundred Horse, 

composed of Regulars and Irregulars — four heavy guns, Bullock Battery and 

two troops of Horse Artillery under command of Mirza Khizr Sultan and Mir 

Nawwab. On that night a spy of the British disguised as a maulvi [Muslim 

divine] came into Delhi and informed the ... Native Officers that four hundred of 

the 4th Irregular Cavalry then with the British would during the fight come over 

and join them — they must not interfere with them in any way as they were 

friends and easily recognisable being dressed in green tunics and green turbans 

and that he had been sent secretly with the information. As proposals for mutiny 

and desertion had been going on for some time between this regiment and the 

troops in Delhi the latter believed the story and were greatly elated at this ® 

accession to their strength which coming at so favourable a moment would 7 

ensure them victory. The rebel army marched that night taking the maulvi with © 

them and arrived at [Badli-ke-serai]. Before sunrise the artillery opened from 

both sides. Mirza Khizr Sultan was distinguished by a very brilliant [helmet] 7 

which glistened and sparkled in the sun. The English guns commenced a heavy 

fire of round shot some falling on the prince’s right others on his left and so close 

that he was greatly alarmed and said to [one] who was close by: ‘What shall | do 

now?’, who replied: “Fly, your Highness, for you have come out today without 

asking leave of your dear Mother.” On this Mirza Khizr Sultan on the pretence of 

bringing up magazine stores, separated from the main body and was the first to 

fly. He and the chief officers of the rebels saw the four hundred Horse as 

described by the maulvi and fully satisfied, allowed them to advance unmolested 

but when close to the guns they began with sword and lance to cut down and kill 

the artillerymen. The 3rd Cavalry advanced to oppose them and they met in the 

melee. The fight was well contested, both sides losing some 200 or 250 men, 

when it became apparent to the rebels that their opponents were Europeans not 

[Indian] horsemen, and as they had captured the guns in the first onslaught, the 

infantry commenced retreating followed by the remaining artillery and 3rd 

Cavalry on which a general flight ensued. Numbers of the European troopers fell 

from sunstroke and were put to death. Four heavy guns fell into the hands of the 

British. 

When news of the defeat reached the King he summoned the 4 Troops of 

[the] Irregulars and after consulting the native officers who happened to be with 

him . . . ordered them to go and reinforce the beaten army. They obeyed and 

outside the city walls met the flying troops and did their utmost to encourage and 

reassure them. [The] Cavalry went [six miles] beyond the Ridge and saw that the 

entire British column was advancing. On the English observing this body of 

Horse they sent some round shot among them. The Irregulars had no guns and 
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when the wind of a shot slightly injured their commander they commenced 

jr retiring feeling quite unequal to the task of opposing the Europeans some 

} separating fled to Delhi by the Chaudur bridge. a few only making a show of 

} resistance at Rohilla Khan Serai. The British advanced along with their body ot 

cavalry and fighting as they came reached the Ridge which the mutineer troops 

| had abandoned on hearing of the disaster at [Badli-ke-serat] V few sepoys its 

| true remained by the Flag-staff and met the Europeans with a withering volles 

| which killed many and wounded a great number but nothing could stand auainst 

} the bold spirit and bravery of the British who gained possession of the entire 

| Ridge. Vast numbers of the mutineers, Horse, Foot and Artillery. were killed and 

still more wounded that day. Heaps of dead were scattered over the battlefield - 

but most of the wounded either by their own exertions or assisted by their friends 

managed to reach the city. The false mau/vi was taken back a close prisoner and 

being proved to be a spy was put to death . 

It has been already stated that strong guards had been stationed at the city 

gates and the wall manned throughout. guns being laid at the most commanding 

points. From these .. . the rebels poured a heavy fire of shot and shell on to the 

Ridge. In this an old Company's artilleryman named Kalah Khan greatly 

distinguished himself keeping up so hot a fire day and night that even the 

mounted orderlies on the Ridge found great difficulty in carrying orders and as 

their only chance of safety had to gallop at top speed from one position to 

another. 

Three or four days after taking the heights the British commenced a 

desultory fire of heavy guns on the city but were chiefly occupied in 

strengthening their position to the right and making arrangements for a regular 

siege. If they had followed up the victory at [Badli-ke-serai] and after seizing the 

Ridge had immediately pushed on with artillery, cavalry and infantry and at once 

‘assaulted the city they would no doubt have lost a large number of men but they 

would to a ceytainty have battered in the Kashmir and Lahore gates and entered 

\the city with all the courage and dash which had up to that time distinguished 

» their advances. The rebel troops would have been quite unable to drive them back 

) being few in number and so thoroughly panic-stricken from their defeat as to be 
' incapable of forming any plans or taking advantage of any opporunity. 

In the city of Delhi there lived one Mahbub Ali Khan — he was high . 
in the royal confidence but had for a long time been a great invalid. He now 
determined to check if possible the system of plunder daily carried on by the 
sepoys and believed that if he could induce them to go and fight the English they 
would soon lose all heart and energy and their numbers diminish daily. He 

therefore offered to supply rations if they would go and exterminate the 

unbelievers. They readily agreed to his proposal, and at noon when the sun was at 
its strongest, and the heat intense, two or three regiments of infantry, three or 
four hundred cavalry, and four guns. moved out with the avowed intention of 
attacking the British batteries. under the impression that the Europeans would not 
leave their camp on account of the excessive heat. They advanced for a short 
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distance beyond the walls and opened fire with round shot against the Ridge 

while the sepoys discharged volleys of musketry which were perfectly harmless, 

the bullets never even reaching the British position, while the Europeans did 

great execution with a new description of rifle and their artillery fire from the 

heights was rapid and well directed. The British besides fought under cover while 

the sepoys had little or none. Numbers fell on both sides but in this and 

subsequent action the greater loss was on the rebel side. Daily did a mutineer 

force move out to battle and daily did it return foiled in every attempt to capture 

the British position. Mahbub Ali Khan did once, for the sake of appearances, 

send out rations to the troops but subsequently on the plea of illness failed to 

carry out his promise. While the rebel army invariably returned to the city after 

sunset the British remained alert with pickets, vedettes, etc., thrown out. 

Two or three companies of Europeans were frequently sent from the 

British entrenchments to oppose and check the advanced ... rebel troops, and 

these. sometimes in skirmishing order concealing their advance and so avoiding 

the artillery and sometimes in close column would start up in their front and 

charge them. On the mutineers returning to the city some such dialogues as this 

would be heard among the Cavalry — “We have carefully examined every 

portion of the Ridge and are convinced that those who opposed us today form the 

sole remnant of the British army — not more than 80 or 100 Europeans are now! 

left. Ah, my brother, where can the kafirs [Unbelievers] have gone? They had an 

army complete in every respect — where is it now? Nowhere! Listen, brothers 

and reflect — If they had more troops, would they not have come and attacked 

us? Certainly they would.” How marvellous was this, and how completely did the 

Almighty for His own wise ends pervert their understanding — so that men of 

forty years’ service and upwards, nurtured and trained by the government, who 

had fought and conquered on many a battlefield and who were well acquainted 

with the power. boldness and invincible courage of the British yet accepted, and 

in their hearts believed, such utter nonsense. 

The fact was that the rebel army possessed no really trustworthy 

information as to the number and position of the British troops — nor had they a 

single spy on whose word they could rely. On the contrary the Native officers 

who had not accompanied the troops usually sat in the Diwan-i-khas of the 

Palace and at intervals sent the King’s harkaras [spies] for news of the fight. 

Those fellows went only a short distance beyond the gates and on their return to 

the Palace reported: ‘Your Highness’s army of ghazis [Muslims engaged in 

religious war] have nearly surmounted the heights and will very shortly return as 

conquerors.” On this congratulations passed among the assembled officers and 

they sent congratulatory messages to the King in the zenana to the effect that ina 

very brief period he might consider himself really a King. 

This sort of thing went on daily in the rebel army. 

The British now pushed on their batteries and advanced them in front of 

and below the Ridge. fastening the guns with chains buried deep in the earth, thus 

effectively preventing them being carried off by any coup de main. \n ' 
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manner they constructed a battery towards Alipur and another at [2] while the 

mutineers had none outside the walls of the erty 

About this period two native infantry corps. the “Doo® and ~ Macdonald 

with a park of artillery arrived from Nasirabad and encamped near the Kashi 

gate in the houses and grounds of the late Colonel Skinner and were soon 

followed by the Mehidpur Contingent. This large addition to the rebel troops 

greatly elated Mirza Moghul and Mirza Khize Sultan. the hin ons. but 

proportionately troubled Hakim Ahsanullah Khan Who was anxious tod vo) 

some means of preventing the mutineer regiments comine to Delhi But tad hy 

made his wishes known he would have been instantly put to death, On one 

occasion he flew into a passion and abused the sepoys calling out to then “Whs 

do youecome here making mischief? If you want to fight why don’t you go oul 

and do so?” From this the whole of the Delhi people suspected the Hakim to be at 

heart a friend of the English. Similarly Nawwab Amir-ud-din Khan and Zta-ud 

din Khan, sons of Nawwab Ahmad Baksh, an old jagirdar [holder of a grant ot 

land] of Lord Lake’s [commander-in-chief in India 1801-7] were really well 

wishers of the British government but how could their inmost thoughts and 

feelings be known? People could only judge by outward acts. These men did not 

take any part with the rebels or join the King’s sons — and their loyalty was, on 

the occupation of Delhi by the British army, clearly established. In the same 

category may be placed Mufti Sudr-ud-din. principal [native judge} of the city, 

who was repeatedly, both by princes and troops. called on for a fanva [legal 

decision or decree] that the crusade they were engaged in was lawful and right 

and pleasing to the Deity. The Mufti always avoided doing so indeed no such 

fatwa was possible as no declaration of the kind is to be found in the Koran o1 

anywhere in the Muhammadan religion. A report was indeed current in the army 

that [two of the royal family] were also friendly to the British and there is no 

doubt that they earnestly desired the overthrow of ... the mutineers. but the story 

was only partially believed. Had the princes or the troops really believed it during 

the siege they would have destroyed them root and branch and spared neither age 

or sex — wives and infants, every one belonging to them would have been 

slaughtered. Subsequent to the capture of the city the conduct of these men 

became known. : 
The well disposed in the city found themselves powerless. As far as they 

could they had intelligence of the rebel plans conveyed to the English on the 

[Ridgel — but the only means of getting rid of the sepoys was by killing them: 

and that was clearly impossible as they had possession of every street and lane 
and did just as they pleased, being supreme. No citizen or outsider who had taken 
refuge in the capital had any power whatever and if any Europeans fell into the 

sepoys’ hands they were killed on the spot. The truth of all this would have been 

clearly established if any European officer, Civil or Military, had left Delhi alive. 
The English would have credited his statements, but who would place reliance o1, 
{an Indian’s] tale? — For a trifling and perhaps imaginary benefit to himself he 
lies before [the magistrate] and by so doing brings about the unjust punishment 
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of thousands. As a general rule [Indians] consider it a very trivial offence to 

cause by false evidence the punishment of an innocent man but as Firdausi 

[Persian poet, A.D, 930-1020] writes: “Every man is not a real man, or woman a 

perfect woman. All are unlike — God has made all five fingers different.” All 

[Indians] are not alike — The good are few, the evil many. Moreover quarrels, 

contention, bitter animosities, prevail among all gentle or simple, relatives or 

strangers. 

The mutineer chiefs now sent a second [order] to [the] Nawwab of 

Jhujhur on the part of the King couched in these terms: ‘Come and join in the 

plot and be a chief and leader in our army.’ The nawwab by way of reply sent a 

hundred troopers to the King under the command of his father-in-law .. . 

nominally to aid the rebels but in reality for the protection of his grandfather . . . 

who was in Delhi and was also well disposed to the British. 

Four days after the arrival of the Nasirabad brigade their leaders 

determined to assume the offensive and after sunset the ‘Doo’ and ‘Macdonald’ 

regiments with all their guns left the city, and passing round to the rear of the 

Ridge held by the Europeans, got close to the old cantonment parade ground and 

placed their guns there. A heavy artillery fire was kept up between both forces all 

night and the infantry were engaged almost*hand to hand, the men being now and 

then actually mixed together so that abuse was-heaped by the combatants on each 

other, Great numbers fell upon both sides, the British loss being heaviest. Several 

of the Europeans’ tents were set on fire by the Nasirabad artillery. Day at length 

dawned and the mutineers began to run out of ammunition. Hakim Ahsanullah 

Khan had purposely delayed sending further supplies. The result was that the 

Nasirabad troops were forced to retire and re-entered the city. Had they received 

it they would very probably have advanced their batteries and righting with still 

greater ferocity have cut their way into the British lines. The fire from Selimgarh 

and from the city walls was incessant against the Ridge which replied with shell 

and round shot. The former did considerable damage to the buildings but caused 

little loss of life — several women were however wounded by them. 

The people of Delhi were subjected to two special sources of molestation 

and distress — . 

Ist. The general pillage by the rebel troops. 

2nd. The shot and shell from the British batteries on the Ridge. All 

without exception whether bad or good, well disposed or hostile to the English, 

felt that they were shut as it were in a cage from which there was no escape. 

The sepoys at the instigation of some citizens seized a man whose 

brother, Lachman Singh, was in the European camp, accused him of conveying 

intelligence to the besiegers and without further enquiry struck off his head, and 

hung up his body in front of the [police headquarters]. 

The British now further strengthened their advanced batteries by placing 

three guns a short distance in rear of each so that in the event of the foremost 

being taken those behind could pour in grape upon the captors. The mutineers on 

seeing this adopted a similar course and sent two guns to [2] supported by an 
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infantry regiment, and constructed batteries on right and left with an entire 

regiment at each. 

About this period [the chief of police} fell sick and the King hearing that 

the Thanadar of Mundh [Syed Mubarak Shah] had) arrived ino the town 

summoned him to his presence and ordered him to carry on the duties of {police 

chief]. This the Thanadar declined on the plea that he was untit lor so exalted a 

position, but the King replied: “You will have the title of {chief} but Khiad) Baksh 

Khan whose mother-in-law receives a monthly pension of to hundred 1 

from the British government will be your deputy and he wall do all the oft 

work. Moreover the other Thanadars retain their positions and carry on the 

regular duties. Do not therefore refuse the post.” On the Thanadar a second time 

refusing, the King became displeased saying: “You must and shall obey”. so he 

was appointed with Khadr Baksh Khan as his deputy. On the sepoys hearing of 

the above interview they suspected the Thanadar to be in league with the Britist 

and by the advice of Mirza Moghul stationed a company of sepoys in the [police 

headquarters] nominally to keep order but really to wateh the [police chiet| 

So great a number of troops had by this time assembled tn the imperial 

city that the army officers determined to crave [audience of] the King and 

communicated their intentions and wishes to him. In general he paid littl 

attention to what they said, but in this instance made no objection and on a 

certain day the entire body of officers met in the Diwan-i-khas and placed the old 

monarch on the throne. A royal durbar [audience] was held and the chiet rebels 

desired that the King should take an active part in both the civil and military 

administration. Hakim Ahsanullah Khan perceiving this stale of things, did his 

utmost to stop it, urging the age, bad health and infirmities of the King. On that 

Mirza Moghul and Mirza Khizr Sultan with a view to the increase of their own 

power and dignity took the military arrangements into their own hands and 

declared themselves the chiefs and leaders of the rebel army. 
One day a Hindu, apparently a sepoy, but armed with sword and shield 

and carrying a large bunch of keys went to Hakim Ahsanullah’s residence in the 
Palace, and addressing the old man said: ‘These are the keys of the Bareilly Jail. 
It has been broken up and destroyed. Four regiments of Native Infantry, the 8th 
Irregular Cavalry and a troop of Horse Artillery stationed there mutinied and 
killed all the European officers and residents of the place. They have also 
appointed Khan Bahadur Khan ... to be ruler of Bareilly and its dependencies . . . 
Besides the military head of this force Muhammad Bakht Khan has had a great 
seal engaved: “Al hukum I'Illah wa mulk l'illah.’” The entire body, Horse. Foot 
and Artillery with Magazine, Treasure, etc., is marching here accompanied by 
three or four thousand ghazis under Sarfaraz Ali. The column has already visited 
Rampur and Moradabad, destroyed the jail at the latter station and released the 
prisoners. The keys of that jail also are here. Muhammad Bakht Khan commands 
and it is the intention of the whole body, military and ghazis, to come to Delhi 

“The supreme authority is the Lord’s and the country is the Lord's.” 
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and die at the feet of the King.’ On hearing this speech Hakim Ahsanullah Khan 

was greatly disturbed in mind and replied: ‘My brother, | am but a poor hakim 

and practise the art of healing. | claim neither country or King — go and tell your 

news to the King or to the royal princes.” 

In the meanwhile a further reinforcement of about three hundred of the 

Sappers and Miners arrived. They had been stationed at Roorki and on hearing of 

mutinies elsewhere had become greatly excited and eventually had themselves 

mutinied. Mirza Khizr Sultan recognising the importance of this event kept the 

men near himself in Selimgarh. Both he and Mirza Moghul were highly elated at 

the position of affairs and convinced that by the arrival of the great Bareilly 

column the sovereignty of Hindustan was as good as won - whereas it was the 

will of the Almighty that every sign and symbol of royalty in Hindustan should 

henceforth be expunged for ever. 

There was great rejoicing over the Sappers and Miners on account of the 

material aid they would give in mining operations and the erection of batteries 

and this special work was made over to them — also the strengthening of the 

defences at the Kashmir gate and the Kala Burj which had been literally ground 

to dust by the fire of the British batteries., They were also directed to prepare a 

mine running from the Kashmir gate to the Ridge by means of which the rebels 

might, without any open fighting, blow all thé European troops into the air. This 

mine was placed in charge of Jemadar Munir Khan. The work had been in 

progress for some days when a party of mutineers went to examine it and 

perceived that its direction was not to the Ridge but to the Shah Burj. The fact 

was reported to the King and Mirza Moghul who asserted that the Jemadar had so 

constructed the mine that he could any night destroy the Shah Burj and he must 

be in collusion with the British and suffer death. On that the two princes had him 

seized and publicly executed and the idea of constructing a mine to the Ridge 

was for the time abandoned. On the same day a sepoy of [a Native Infantry 

Regiment] stationed at Ferozepur reported to Mirza Khizr Sultan that his corps 

would shortly arrive to join the royal forces. It and the ‘Lord Moira’ Regiment 

were in the same cantonment and the recruits of both in consequence of the 

general disturbance and mutiny had refused to receive or bite the new cartridges 

on the plea that they had been smeared with bullock’s fat and hog’s lard. On this 

the Native officers of both corps met and agreed to mutiny, feeling certain they 

would sooner or later be required to use these cartridges. Their intentions were 

suspected by the European officers who very cleverly managed to remove the 

Native guard from the Fort and replace it by a company of the European 

regiment. The two Native infantry corps were ordered to encamp on different 

sides of the cantonment. The ‘Lord Moira’ took up the position directed by the 

[other] unaware that the old garrison composed of their own men had been 

replaced in the Fort by Europeans, made a rush for the gates, but were repulsed 

with heavy loss, and during the night they burnt the Church, the officers’ 

bungalows, and committed every kind of violence. The next day they returned to 
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their lines and began to cook their food, but were fired on by the Europeans when 

they fled from the station proceeding to Delhi via Ludhiana 

A Camel [corps trooper] now arrived with a letter to the King from 

 Bakht Khan telling of the approach of the Bareilly brigade and a petition from 

| Muhammad Shafi of the 8th Irregular Cavalry requestnye that the [Bridge of 

Boats] over the Jumna should be strengthened, These were passed on to Mirza 

) Khizr Sultan and Moghul who deputed Kadir Baksh Khan of the Sappers to see 

i the bridge. The Camel [trooper] further reported that thousands of g/icrs a 

Swell as a large portion of the brigade, intended to attach and capture the Rid: 

fimmediately on crossing the river — after which they would present themse Ihe 

before the King. 

When the British learnt that the Bareilly mutincers were near at hand 

they tilled a barrel with gunpowder and floated it towards the bridge waaaias it 

to reach at the time the brigade was crossing when it should explode and destroy 

the bridge with all upon it. The [boatmen]| observed it and brought it to the bank. 

carrying it afterwards to Mirza Khizr Sultan who gave 5 rupees to cach man. At? 

a.m. the Bareilly force entered the city and Bakht Khan with the other officers of 

the brigade sent to the King requesting him to hold a royal durbar when all would 

Jo homage. 

There was no open space in the city sufficient for this vast assembly so 

the brigade encamped outside the Delhi gate near the jail. This was found 

necessary as the crowds of sepoys already in the town were occupying the houses 

and most of the shops - the entire 73rd Native Infantry being in the Ajmir Bazaar 

— five or seven sepoys in every shop. These scoundrels had . . . defiled the 

buildings and looted all they could find. They had stained themselves with the 

blood of European gentlemen, ladies and children and were enjoying their ease 

and passing their time in every species of debauchery. 

} A European sergeant whom they called Abdullah was with the Bareilly 

» brigade, as well as two or three Christians. half castes of the poorest class. Mr. 

i Hohn Powell, son of Mr Powell of Saharanpur, whom they had seized and 

| |brought from Moradabad, was also with them but under surveillance. The 29th 

| Native Infantry were favourably disposed to these persons and would let no one 

molest them, saying that they had made them Muslims.” The regiment indeed 

took considerable care of them, provided for their wants and would not permit 

the sepoys of other corps or the townspeople to approach them. 

A few hours later Bakht Khan in his uniform as [an officer] of Artillery. 

and the rest of the officers, also in full dress, to the number of about two hundred 

and fifty, all mounted, repaired to the Palace. to present [gifts] to the King. Bakht 

Khan sent a Camel trooper to summon [Syed Mubarak Shah] to give immediate 

information regarding the state of the city .. . 

On the Camel [trooper] announcing the police officers arrival he was 

called up and ‘dismounting awaited orders — Bakht Khan addressed him in these 

A company of the 29th N.1. had formed the Treasury Guard at Saharanpur. 
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words: “I have been informed that you were in the British service so no 

dependence can be placed on you.” The [chief of police] replied: “I have been in 

service for only one year on Rs. 30 a month. Your Excellency was [an officer] 

receiving Rs. 80 a month and have been 40 or 45 years a servant of the English.’ 

On which Bakht Khan called out: ‘Shut your mouth or it shall be filled up with 

musket balls.” [Syed Mubarak Shah] then said: ‘I am not fit for the position of 

[police chief]. In opposition to my own wish but by the desire of the King | 

remain . . . but am powerless to protect the city.” Bakht Khan replied: “I! am 

convinced you want to get out of the city so that you may go and tell the English 

the state of things inside Delhi.’ At that moment [one of the attendants] of the 

King’s said: ‘General Sahibs there is a company of sepoys stationed at [police 

headquarters]. Bakht Khan answered: ‘It is well. I will place 25 [troopers] there 

also that they may carry out the business of my camp and watch the conduct of 

the [chief of police] and report the same to me.” Then turning to [Syed Mubarak 

Shah] he said: ‘Be present morning and evening at my tent and carry out my 

orders in every respect — you may now go.” He and the rest of the assemblage 

then entered the Palace. 

The King seated on the throne held a royal durbar that day. All offered 

{gifts], kissing the throne and crying out: ‘After the lapse of centuries our wishes 

are accomplished. God has restored the [empire] to Hindustan. Reign undisturbed 

and without anxiety. We will do all that is needful.’ 

Bakht Khan then begged the King to have all the military officers 

assembled to enable him to issue orders to each, remarking at the same time: 

‘This system of going out daily fighting and retiring is utterly useless. The troops 

will move out on thie day and hour appointed by me and without my sanction 

must not move a step. If any other chief or leader claims supreme command let 

him take all the responsibilities of the army on his head or I do now.’ 

The King answered: ‘I have heard all you have said, but alas, in my 

opinion the last days of the house of Timur [the Moghul dynasty] have arrived — 

though it is just possible that the time for the elevation of my throne and 

Kingdom has now come. The truth is that whereas | was before in ease and 

comfort and in no way harassed by anxiety — I am now in my old age subjected 

to all manner of discomfort and annoyance since the arrival of this vast collection 

of troops. Not only am | in constant trouble of mind, but my very life is uncertain 

for | have no confidence in you, as up to the present hour your men are engaged 

in pillage, murder, and all manner of oppression, maltreating the people of my 

capital. On this account I have written [a list of grievances] and will have it read 

to all your officers tomorrow in full durbar — you will then perchance feel some 

pity for the people and put a stop to the tyranny and oppression with; which they 

are now burdened.” 

On hearing the King’s speech, Bakht Khan, Muhammad Shafi and 

Nurdad Ali sent for a Koran and taking up the book swore an oath saying: ‘May 

God desert us if we desert this throne and forsake your Highness. Your Highness 
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is our King. This ts our solemn oath which we swear on the Koran the symbol ot 
our faith,” 

The King remained silent. All then took leave and retired to their several 
quarters. 

On that) same evening, Bakht) Khan and) Muhammad Shati 
unaccompanied by any escort went to the King and the former sand “He your 
Highness will appoint me commander-in-chiel of the whole army and direct all 
the troops to carry out my orders and have a commander-in-chiets seal cnerav ea 
for me | will on my part appoint Muhammad Shati, General. and Nurdad Ati 
Captain, and your Highness will confirm them in these posts” To this the King 
consented. 

Soon after this Maulvi Sarfaraz Ali. chief of the vhazis, by the advice ot 
Bakht Khan came and met the King... . [and] the King. because he was a high 
Maulvi, desired him to be seated. Sarfaraz Ali then said: “Your Highness, | see 
no one here deserving of being taken into your confidence and counsel. It you 
consider it expedient nominate me as [chief minister]. Afier that you will have no 
anxiety or trouble — and | will keep you acquainted with the affairs of the 
kingdom. Be pleased also to confer some title on me which will add to my 
dignity.” The King remained silent for some time and then merely remarked: "We 
shall see about it.” Upon this those two individuals departed 

Mirza Moghul and Mirza Khizr Sultan who had for some time regarded 
the empire as virtually their own, and ever since the arrival of the Bareilly 
brigade had considered themselves masters of Hindustan were greatly displeased 
at Bakht Khan and Maulvi Sarfaraz Ali having thus interviewed the King They 
determined that their authority, not that of the Bareilly leaders. should be 
paramount, and to this end, and that the people should look up to them as the real 
heads of the state, they conspired with the officers of the regiments which had 
|been first to Delhi and without the sanction or even knowledge of the King had 

_ seals engraved. Mirza Khizr Sultan’s seal bore the inscription ‘Colonel of the 
| Army’ while Mirza Moghul was . . . commander-in-chief. Both princes were 
“fanxious to prevent either Bakht Khan or Sarfaraz Ali being raised to high 
| )position or special honour by the King — indeed Mirza Moghul conspired 
| against the life of the former and plotted with certain sepoys to waylay and kill 

im. But Bakht Khan’s position was too strong, surrounded as he was by so large 
force of Horse, Foot and Artillery so that the intention was never carried out. 

Quarrels and dissensions daily increased among the leaders of the 
utineers who were all more or less Jealous of each other. Two days after the 
bove-mentioned interview between Bakht Khan and the King a great durbar was 
eld by the King at whose express desire all the [leading men] of the city and the 
fficers of the army were present. The King was seated on the [throne] in the 
iwan-i-am and produced the [list of grievances] which he had been preparing 

or several days. It was written in a fair and legible hand, was at least [eighteen 
nches] in length and nearly as broad. The monarch handed it to Hakim 
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Ahsanullah Khan and desired him to read it in an audible voice. He did so. The 

following were the contents. 

‘When Nadir Shah [of Persia] in accordance with the summons of the 

Nizam-ul-mulk [chief minister] to Muhammad Shah, King of Delhi, came from 

Ispahan to the capital [in 1739] and ordered a general massacre of the people and 

pillage of the place he stopped it after a few hours. 

‘Again in the time of [the emperor] Shah Alam, when Ghulam Kadir 

Khan . . . put out the King’s eyes [1788], he permitted the plunder of the city for 

only a short time and then imperatively put a stop to all violence on the part of 

the Rohillas and Pathans. 

“Again during the reign of Farrukhsiyar when Husain Ali Khan. . . 

strangled the King [1719] when pretending to put an amulet round his neck, the 

pillage of the city was carried on for only a brief period. Moreover w hen Ahmad 

Shah Durrani came from Ispahan and some three [hundred thousand] Maratha 

Horse arrived from the Deccan and gained a footing in the city the plunder was 

not continued for long. All over the world during a change of dynasty, although 

rulers have, either by way of example or to instil fear, permitted pillage and 

bloodshed to exist for a time — still there was an earnest desire to stop It as soon 

as practicable and restore quiet and order. But this has not been so here. It is a 

matter of surprise, indeed amazement, that mufder and robbery are still carried on 

by you although upwards of two months have now elapsed and though you 

profess to be fighting for the faith and to have come to do me homage as 

sovereign of Islam — mercy and pity have no place among you. Robbery and 

murder prevail in every bazaar in this city.” 

The King had prepared a very lengthy document much to the above 

effect — all of which he caused to be read to the assembled [audience]. On 

hearing it, all bowed their heads from shame and left the presence. But the sepoys 

continued to carry on the same system of robbery, and to such an extent that 

when one of them went to a shop for supplies he would call out: “Give me a seer 

[about 2% Ib] of sweetmeats for a pice [copper coin of low value]’, on which the 

poor merchant would answer: “Ah, Maharaj [Lord] — a seer of sweetmeats for 

one pice! No one has ever asked for so much — Jemadar Sahib, such a thing 

would be quite improper in Your Excellency.’ On which the sepoy by way of 

reply generally raised his musket and shot the poor man. No one asked who had 

done the deed — no one listened to any complaint. Each sepoy was then a king in 

his own estimation, each [trooper] a [chief minister]. 

[Two landowners of Ghazi-ud-din Nagar] were in high favour with the 

King who made over [that] district to them on the understanding that no ordnance 

stores or provisions of any description should pass through their country to the 

British camp. 

A jagirdar of Lord Lake’s was ordered to arrange matters on behalf of his 

Majesty in Ferozepur Lahari — but he excused himself saying he was unequal to 

so difficult a duty being a great invalid and subject to epileptic its. 5) 208 
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Maulvi Fazl Hug of Khairabad who was inthe Alwar raja’s service on a 

monthly salary of Rs. 450 now arrived in Delhi. As the Maulvi was celebrated 

throughout Hindustan for his wisdom and sagacity the King made him one of his 

aides-de-camp. His arrival was highly displeasing to Hakim Absanullah Khan as 

so well known a Maulvi would certainly influence the King, But bazl Hug did 

not pronounce a [judgement] in favour of a [holy war] ori any way mustead the 

} King, though he was known to be in his counsels 

Bakht Khan had now command of the army in the field, but) Mirza 

Moghul, Mirza Khizr Sultan... and Mirza Abu Bake all in their several way 
took a lead in military arrangements. The King’s council was composed of Bakht 

| 
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; 

| Khan and Sarfaraz Ali, and ina lesser degree of Faz! Hug, but though the King 
wished it, the last was not permitted to be present in the council 

For some time Bakht Khan and the leading officers met ina tent pitched 
in front of the former [military] quarters and arranged all military matters. but the 
majority finding this unsatisfactory shifted to premises near the Delhi Gate. But 
neither Bakht Khan nor Mirza Moghul would attend though summoned by the 
others. Bakht Khan was displeased at their having left the vicinity of his camp 
and Mirza Moghul considered it derogatory to his rank to sit in any house in the 
city and wanted the assembly to meet in his own palace. 

About this period Bakht Khan and some Cavalry and Infantry officers 
when attending the royal durbar recommended the King to send [a royal letter] to 
the several rajas of Hindustan to the following effect. “It has pleased the most 
high God, after the lapse of a hundred years to restore the sovereignty to 
Hindustan [i.e. the Moghul empire]. It is your duty therefore to rule your several 
territories with circumspection — and in accordance with ancient usage to 
present [ceremonial gifts] and pay tribute to the Emperor and to send aid in men 
and money until the royal forces have defeated the British and driven them from 
the Ridge. Consider yourselves allies in this army of ghazis and ready to give 
2ven your lives for the establishment of the emperor's throne. Remain therefore 
“no longer supine, and as if asleep, but awake and rouse yourselves.” 

One of these [letters] was sent to Raja Gulab Singh of Kashmir and 
| Jammu another to the Maharaja of Patiala — a third to the Maharaja Sindhia at 

walior — a fourth to the [deposed ruler of Oudh] . . . [and others to] the 
awwab of Tonk and... the raja of Jaipur. All were despatched by Camel 
troopers] belonging to the rebel army or by the King’s [messengers]. Those for 
ammu, Patiala and Jaipur fell into Hakim Ahsanullah’s hands who tore them up 
nd said he had forwarded them. It was at this time that Muhammad Yusuf Khan, 
awwab of Rampur, after consulting with the Commissioner of Bareilly, sent a 
etition to the King through his [agent], tendering his allegiance and presenting a 
ceremonial gift] of one gold mohur [coin]. The King was pleased and highly 
omplimented the bearer of the petition. [The nawwab was, in fact. loyal to the 
ritish.] 

About three weeks after the arrival of the Bareilly brigade an attack on 
he British lines was determined on and the rebel troops advanced beyond their 
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battery in Taliwara [just outside the Kabul gate] with two heavy guns drawn by 

bullocks. Fire commenced from the British batteries and some companies of 

Gurkhas led by the Adjutant of the regiment advanced to oppose the mutineers. 

An exceptionally heavy fire of musketry was maintained on both sides 

with severe loss, when the Adjutant with his Gurkhas made a sudden rush on the 

guns, the officer with great bravery going in front laid his sword on one of the 

rebel guns but received a severe wound . . . The Gurkhas however followed no 

their advantage, seized the guns and dispersed the rebel troops who tied in utter 

confusion, some back to their own batteries, others inside the city, while the 

victors withdrew the captured guns into their own lines. The following day Bakht 

Khan and the other chief officers waited on the Emperor, and concealing the loss 

of the guns pointed out that disaster and defeat had resulted in consequence of the 

troops having left without his [Bakht Khan’s] permission. 

The fire of round shot, shell and shrapnel from the batteries on the Ridge 

greatly increased. Shells of very large calibre were fired by the rebels also, but 

with an inferior aim to that of the English, though the ammunition was the same. 

Considerable loss in killed and wounded resulted from this artillery fire. 

Sometimes Muhammad Shafi of the 8th Irregulars or Nurdad Ali would 

take out a party of cavalry, and proceeding beyond their own batteries would 

advance close to those of the British. On one occasion... with about 150 

[troopers they] managed to get up to the British batteries and surprised the 

Europeans who were scattered about off duty, drinking tea. The English sprang 

up and rushed to their guns when one or two hand to hand encounters took place, 

but the majority of Muhammad Shafi’s men occupied themselves with looting, 

and when a party of officers and a few mounted Europeans came against them 

they fled. During their flight, Nurdad Ali had an encounter with an English 

officer [Lieutenant James Hill] who attempted to use his pistol but it missed fire, 

then he threw it at Nurdad Ali striking him on the face. On this Nurdad Ali fled 

and when he got back to his camp proclaimed his own prowess and pointing to 

his black eye said: ‘Look — my face bears witness to my having been in the 

thick of the fight. If the troopers had not commenced looting, the heights were as 

good as won, but what can be done when troops will not obey orders.” 

A few days after this, a man dressed as a fakir [religious beggar] was 

seen to go two or three times back and forth between the Magazine and the 

Palace. He appeared to be insane. He was seized as a spy and brought into the 

Palace and large numbers of sepoys were sent to recognise him if possible as he 

was believed to be a European officer. A sepoy among the crowd cried out: ‘I 

know him — I was with him for years in Afghanistan — look if he has the mark 

of a wound near the waist.’ Such a mark being found, the sepoy said: ‘This is 

Lawrence Sahib — I recognise him perfectly.” On this they took the fakir to the 

Lahore gate of the Palace and cut him to pieces. Nothing further was ever known 

about the man but the sepoys spread a report that they had washed a portion of 

the body when the colouring matter disappeared and showed th 

European. Many however wholly disbelieved this story. 
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A scarcity of gunpowder and percussion caps began to be telt. the natural 

| 
j their comrades would say: "My brothers. my ammunition ts all expe 
going back to the city for more and will return immediately © Hundred 
thousands of sepoys acted in this way — so how was it possible that the supply 
could last? 

Mirza Moghul and Mirza Khizr Sultan represented to the arms chiets 
that Magazine stores were running short and that arrangements should be made 
without delay for further supplies. Those two princes then selected a suitable 
house in Taliwara for a powder manufacton Thirty maunds [about 3.000 Ib} 
were made daily with about a quarter of a maund [about 25 Ib] of percussion caps 
and duly stored or distributed to the several regiments 

Akbar Khan, then a resident of Meerut. went to the princes and offered to 
nake a projectile of such size and power that it would destroy a whole section of 
ren. Convinced of his ability to do so, they advanced him Rs. 4.000 for e\penses 
ind ordered him to commence the work at once in the Palace. Thousands of 
ockets Were already in the Magazine and men were busy manufacturing others 

At this period the mutineer army began to clamour for pay and loud], 
ibused the King. Hakim Ahsanullah. Zinat Mahal. Bakht Khan and Mirza 
Aoghul, saying: “How can we right when we are starving?” A small quantity of 
old muhurs and rupees were consequently distributed to the officers and men. 
vith the exception of the Bareilly brigade. and an urgent order issued to [the 
2venue official] of Kote Kasim. directing him to remit treasure immediately to 
ne King. The revenue of the [district] of Kote Kasim had been made ov er in 
rpetuity to the King by the British in addition to His Highness” monthly 
nsion of one lac and 25,000 rupees [Rs. 125.000]. The [revenue official] 
ported his inability to collect the revenue owing to the disturbances. but 
newed orders were sent. and Bakht Khan promised to despatch some men and 
Icers to aid in the work. Eventually. Sher Khan, a resident of Kairana in [the 
uzaffarnagar district] was deputed with twenty-five [troopers]. On arrival at 

00 but they were not released, on which he collected his retainers telling them 
kill the [troopers] if necessary. but anyhow to rescue his sons. They did their 
ost to effect their object peacefully but in vain--on which they rushed on the 
pers, got hold of the sons, and sent them to their father. Only two of the 

ole number of [troopers] escaped to Delhi and they were severely wounded. 
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When this news reached the city there was a great stir among the rebel chiefs. 

The nawwab was declared to be a friend of the British, to be destroyed. It was 

further determined that a force should be sent against him without delay but 

Hakim Ahsanullah prevailed on the King to use his influence against such a 

course and it was at length abandoned. 

The approach of the Nimach brigade was now reported. At that place the 

72nd Native Infantry. the Artillery, a regiment of Regular Cavalry, as well as 

[outlying] detachments . . . and the 7th regiment Gwalior contingent had 

mutinied on hearing of the events at Meerut and Delhi ... This force commenced 

operations by seizing the guns, they then plundered the Treasury, and after 

breaking into me jail and releasing the convicts. marched for the capital. 

The [British] officer commanding at the neighbouring cantonment of 

Mahidpur sent his Hindustani regiments against the Nimach men with orders to 

capture the guns, but these troops on arrival fraternised with the mutineers. Their 

next move was to have been Ajmir which they intended to plunder but were 

dissuaded by [a man from Deoli| who told them they would find [at Deoli] two 

guns, a large Magazine and considerable treasure, and only twenty-five troopers 

to oppose them. 5 
' 

When Lawrence Sahib [Colonel George Lawrence]. Resident at Ajmir, © 

heard of the mutineers’ intentions he deputed a parly of Johdpur cavalry to bring 

away the [British] women and children. These men conducted them in safety to 

the village of [?] and made them over to the [local landowners]. When they 

entered Deoli they . . . found a company of recruits stationed there and proceeded 

by regular marches to Fatehpur Sikri. 

One of the Alwar raja’s regiments and four guns were also sent by the 

Resident at Ajmir to surprise the Nimach troops, but they. hearing of its 

approach, turned the tables and surprised their pursuers when the entire regiment: 

with the guns joined the mutineers, who were soon after reinforced by a regiment J 

of the Kotah contingent with 240 Horse. 

The Nimach brigade strengthened as above mentioned arrived at [a 

place] about sev en-and-a-half miles from Agra where five companies of the 3rd 

Europeans and a troop of Horse Artillery moved out to oppose them. The action 

commenced with a very heavy artillery and musketry fire. The Europeans and 

artillery soon began to retire and the mutineers to pursue. At length the) 

Europeans reached Agra and by degrees entered the Fort — the mutineers 

following them up through the city and even to the Fort gates. When the lowe 

classes heard of the defeat of the English, they began to slaughter the Christians 

in the city. 

Faiz Ahmad [head clerk] of the Board of Revenue was in a mosque close 

to the gate of the Fort and called out to the Nimach troops: ‘Go slowly and 

cautiously, take great care, the ground in front is mined.’ The pursuing mutinee s 

stopped at once. Had they not done so the Fort gates could not have been closed 

so great was the rush of people, and they would have gained possession of the 

place though it would no doubt have been with heavy loss. 
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A shot from one of the British guns took off one of the hands ot |the 
leader of the mutineers] and four fingers of the other, causing hin to drop his 
reins. The mutineer army, seeing their [leader] wounded and helpless, was seized 
with panic and retired to the old encampment but hearing that the Europeans 
were advancing with fresh guns they moved out towards Mathura beme short of 
ammunition. 

After the Nimach brigade had disappeared from the neihbourhooud fot 
Agra] the Europeans sallied out and inflicted severe punishment on the cit 
people, executing many. The magistrate. whose temper had been excessive 
crusty since the proclamation of martial law. recommended all government 
servants to fly while they could. The majority did so and joining the mutineers 
accompanied them to Delhi. Among them was old Faiz Ahmad. He reached the 
capital along with the Nimach brigade and was at once appointed Chief Criminal 
Judge by the King, the [chief of police and his subordinates} being directed to 
send their reports to him for orders. Faiz Ahmad though of great ave retained his 
courage to the last. 

The magistrate of Mathura on hearing of the approach of the Nimach 
troops left for Agra with an escort of four [troopers] and arrived in satety. He 
gave each man a present of Rs. 100 with a promise of promotion on the cessation 
of hostilities and let them depari. The Nimach men found forty government 
elephants at Mathura and took possession of them. During their halt of seven 
days they mulcted [the bankers and merchants] of [one hundred] and seventy-five 
thousand rupees and then marched for Delhi on receipt of urgent orders from the 
King. going via Ballabgarh but not interfering with the raja as he had sent a 
contingent of a hundred Horse to the royal army. 

The Nimach brigade encamped to the south of that of Bareilly and on the 
following day the leaders. viz. Sirdhana Singh, Hira Singh. and Ghaus 
/Muhammad Khan accompanied by all the other officers went to the Palace to do 
homage to the King and present the usual [ceremonial gifts]. Sirdhana Singh was 
a stupid and ignorant fellow, but the other two were able men and the real leaders 
and instigators of the meeting. : 

His Majesty complimented them on their brilliant deeds at Agra — but 
» |these officers unlike those of the Bareilly brigade did not kiss the throne or swear 
» jto support it. The entire Nimach column was estimated at eight thousand men of 
all arms. 

: Bakht Khan, since his appointment as commander-in-chief. had daily 
jissued orders to the other officers of the rebel army and to the [chief of police] 

nd city police officers. He had also, in conjunction with Maulvi Sarfaraz Ali, 
ho was styled [chief minister], been carrying on the affairs of the country 
enerally, and the two had nominated Faz! Hug to be [governor] of the Doab [the 
ountry lying between the Jumna and the Ganges rivers]. The latter however 
eclined the appointment and the King who had not been consulted represented 
hat he had given the post at the beginning of the outbreak to Walidad Khan of 
alaghur . . . who had been carrying on the duties ever since. From this 
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statement which was undoubtedly correct, it is manifest that the King had designs 

on the empire very soon after the arrival of the Meerut mutineers in Delhi... 

Bakht Khan and Sarfaraz Ali having obtained the royal permission to 

nominate the [governors] of Banaras and Allahabad appointed two illiterate 

mean-looking [men from Oudh| who during a durbar quarrelled and fought in the 

royal presence to the great scandal of the assembled nobles, calling for the 

sarcastic remarks of [one of the latter] who pointed them out as the distinguished 

individuals whom Bakht Khan and Co. had made nazims {governors] .. . 

Information reached Bakht Khan that the British siege train numbering 

nine hundred carts was in progress to the Ridge via Bajputad and from another 

source that it was coming by Ambala and Karnaul and had already reached Rao 

Serai. On this he sent three separate notices to the King but receiving no reply 

went in person to His Majesty and said: ‘Give me a thousand volunteer Horse 

and ll go and either blow up or loot the [siege train].” No one listened to him, 

for though he was nominally commander-in-chief by the King’s orders, the King 

never treated him as such, because his sons Mirza Moghul and Mirza Khizr 

Sultan were so violently opposed to him. The consequence was that the [siege 

train] arrived in safety in the British camp. , 

The artillery combat between the British and rebel batteries continued 

without cessation day or night. Sometimes the tebels would advance close to the 

English batteries — on others the Europeans would rush down from the Ridge 

and the fight be near the rebel guns. On most days Bakht Khan inspected the 

several batteries escorted by a body of horse and once had a narrow escape, a 

piece of shell striking his [turban] and setting it on fire — an inch or two lower 

and that day would have been his last. 

It was now within a few days of the Bakr-‘Id festival. Bakht Khan 

therefore sent orders to the [chief of police] and other city officials directing 

them to assemble the entire Muhammadan and Hindu population of the capital as 

he wished to address them. This was done and Bakht Khan came as he had 

promised and spoke as follows: ‘Listen to me, my brothers — I regard the Hindu 

and Muslim religions alike. There are great numbers of Hindus in the several 

regiments in this city — so let no Muslim sacrifice [a cow or bullock] on the 

approaching ‘Id — whoever does shall be put to death. Speak my Hindu 

brethren. Does this order meet with your approval?” All replied: “We are much 

gratified — your Highness’ policy ts excellent and you are a person of exalted 

wisdom.’ All then departed quietly to their homes. 

The company of sepoys stationed in the [police headquarters] were 

mustered and [Syed Mubarak Shah] was informed in their presence that if a 

single bullock or goat was sacrificed in the city he should be put to death. Bakht 

Khan further ordered a guard to be supplied to the [chief of police and his 

deputy] and sent four of the town criers to publish the following order by beat of 

drum in every lane, street and alley of the city. 
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‘The people are the Lord’s — the country is the King’s the decree ts 

that of Bakht Khan, Chief of the Army. If any man high or low sacrifice bullock 

or goat he shall suffer death.” 

The result was that not even a kid was sacrificed on the “Id. Indeed these 

precautions were absolutely necessary because the sepoys had already murdered 

certain [Muslim] butchers who had been rash enough to expose their meat [beet] 

for sale. 
It was about this time that Iltaf Husain arrived with an imposiig retinue 

bearing presents for the King from the Begum [Hazrat Mahal of Lucknow who 

had commenced a general massacre of the English throughout Oudh and wa 

then fighting with them in Lucknow itself. The gift for Zinat Mahal consisted of 

a jewelled necklace of great length — a pair of jewelled armlets and another 

smaller necklace. For the King there was a jewelled headpiece worth about 

[100,000] rupees, a magnificent Koran, and 101 gold mohurs. The King was 

greatly pleased on being informed of the arrival of the [emissary] from the 

Begum whose kingdom had for ages paid fealty and allegiance to the throne of 

Delhi, and directed that he should be presented on the following day in tull 

durbar. As it had been arranged the King came forth next day and after seating 

himself on the throne of his ancestors became impatient for the [emissary ’s] 

arrival and sent to hasten him. The King’s attendants then represented to his 

Highness that Nawwab Ali Khan, a [provincial governor] in Oudh and a very 

powerful noble of that state, was coming with the [emissary]. On hearing this the 

monarch was so elated that he promptly composed [a poem] . . . and had it read 

out by Mirza Khizr Sultan and Aamad Kuli Khan, the father of the queen, Zinat 
Mahal. Ahmad Kuli Khan loudly praised it on which Mirza Khizr Sultan added 

three verses of his own and read them out to the King. 
In this manner the time passed but still the [emissary] did not appear. The 

monarch became angry and said pettishly: ‘Why does he not come?” and 
summarily dismissed the durbar. On the following day Nawwab Hamid Ali Khan 
brought the [emissary] to the King, when the former made obeisance and 

presented the [ceremonial gifts] in the [hall of audience]. It subsequently 

transpired that the delay of the previous day was caused by Hamid Ali Khan who 
was anxious to exchange the jewelled ornaments of immense value for others of 

a greatly inferior description which he intended to make over to the King — but 
the contemplated exchange could not be effected in time . . . 

Soon after the departure of the Begum’s [emissary], Bala Rao brother of 
Nana Sahib, the murderer of the English, arrived via Malaghur where he had 
been detained for sonic days by Walidad Khan, son-in-law of the King, who had 
feasted him in his fort near Bulandshahar. 

Towards the latter end of July a man of mean appearance, in sorry plight 
and resembling a [robber], came to the [police headquarters] and enquired for the 
(chief of police]. The sepoys on guard asked who he was and why he wanted the 
[chief of police]. On this he became so frightened only stammering out 
unintelligible replies that they suspected and imprisoned him and on [Syed 
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Mubarak Shah’s] arrival said they believed him to be a spy from the British camp 

_— but after a careful search they had found no letter or paper about him. The 

[chief of police] going privately to the fellow.enquired whence he had come and 

was told he had been sent to... - the King’s confidential priest by Inayet Ali 

Khan, nephew of Mahbub Ali Khan [a judge] in the Muzaffarnagar district but 

that he had failed to find him and hearing that the [chief of police] was a [man 

from the same district] had come to obiain the requisite information. On this the 

[chief of police] whispered: "Have you any letter?” — He replied: “Yes, in my 

stick — one for the King, one for [his priest] and Muhammad Naki, and I would 

no doubt have been given one for you also had the writers known of your being. 

[chief of police] here.’ On this [Syed Mubarak Shah] told the sepoys that the man 

had been sent by [Mahbub Ali Khan to the King’s priest] which satisfied them 

and they let him depart — at the same time telling the [chief of police] that his 

head should answer for it if they afterwards found he had deceived them. On the 

sepoys going below the [chief of police] cut the stick open in a private room and 

found the letters as stated. 

The petition to the King asked for aid in men, describing the writer’s 

readiness to arm in his cause. The letters to the other two men begged them to 

use their influence to have his prayer to the King granted. The {chief of police] 

tore up the papers and told the bearer he had found only one in the stick. The man // 

was in great fear of the sepoys and on obtaining their permission to go and see 

some . .. men in the Bareilly camp took the opportunity of escaping from the 

Citys ave 
On one occasion the rain fell in torrents and about two hundred sepoys at 

the Taliwara battery in the Subzimundi were lying in the sheds for shelter from 

the wet. the rest of the men being in the battery, when the Europeans believing it 

was empty or nearly so advanced against it with a company firing as they came 

on. About eighty sepoys were sent to Hades by a volley and the others left their 

guns and fled. The Europeans pursued when the mutineers who were inside the 

sheds and had escaped notice came out and fired a volley knocking over between 

thirty and forty men and officers, on which the English reared to their own 

batteries. 

The lower classes of the city people, Hindus, Muhammadans 
and ghazis, 

who generally hung about the batteries in considerable numbers, now rushed 

forward and beheaded some of the dead Europeans, and after fixing the heads on 

poles took them into the city, followed by enormous crowds. The bearer of every 

head brought to the King received five rupees. Those who took them to Mirza 

Moghul three or four — Mirza Khizr Sultan also rewarded those who brought 

any heads to him... 

After consultation with the principal officers of the Nimach brigade and 

those leaders who had been in Delhi previous to the arrival of that column, it was 

settled that it should be placed under the command of Mirza Kobash, heir 

presumptive to the throne, and he stated his intention of accompanying it on all 

expeditions against the British — as the failure of the royal troops was very 
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generally attributed by both people and army to the fact that no prince of the 

Royal House had ever led them or been present during the engagements. Mirza 

Kobash kept to his agreement and frequently went out w ith the column to attach 

the British batteries and returned to the city in the evening a desultory fire 

having been kept up for hours but with no decisive result 

About five hundred men arrived about this period from Lonk, the [ruler 

of that place having been unable to restrain them. Their stated object was a 

crusade against the infidel, their real one plunder. In this manner fully tive 

thousand men from various quarters poured into Delhi as glacis. the mijn 

armed merely with [battle-axes] — dressed in blue tunics and green turbans. V1 

these ghazis including the Tonk men received two annas a day from the King 

They usually joined in the attacks on the British lines, returning with the troops 

Several of these fanatics engaged in hand to hand combat and great numbers 

were killed by the Europeans. 

Frequently two old withered Muslim women trom Rampur led the rebels 

going far in advance with naked swords and bitterly taunting the sepoys when 

they held back, calling them cowards and shouting to them to see how women 

went in front where they dared not follow — *We go on without flinching among 

the showers of grape while you flee away.” The sepoys would excuse themselyes 

saying: ‘We go to fetch ammunition’, but the women would reply: “You stop and 

fight and we will get your ammunition for you.” These women frequently did 

bring supplies of cartridges to the men in the batteries and walked fearlessly in 

perfect showers of grape, but by the will of God were never hit, At length one of 

the two was taken prisoner and brought before Mr Greathed. Civil 

Commissioner, who after enquiring into the state of the city and the rebel army 

gave her five rupees and released her, at the same time issuing strict orders that 

no man should molest her. As she never returned to the mutineers she was 

considered by many to have been a British spy. When the band of ghaziy moved 

off to the assault the women invariably went in advance of all. 
It was about this time that the officers of the Nasirabad, Nimach and 

Bareilly brigades held a council of war when it was determined to erect a battery 

in the Kudsia Bagh, such an arrangement being considered necessary as the 

British batteries had now reached the Racket Court. A large body of ghazis, a 

regiment of Cavalry, two regiments of the Nasirabad Infantry — about 250 men 

of the 20th Native Infantry from Meerut, a like number of the 72nd Native 

Infantry, with five guns were stationed there. The shower of shell, case and round 

shot which now poured into the city from the British batteries terrified both the 
people and the rebel army. Large numbers were killed and so great was the force 
of the shells that they passed through and utterly destroyed the old . . . buildings 

which were of great strength, with roofs of three layers of stone. 
About 8 o’clock one morning, before the King had come out of his 

apartments, thirty or forty of the nobles were seated round the ornamental Tank 
[pool] in the Palace square, waiting his arrival. Just as the monarch emerged from 
his private room three shells fell directly in front and behind him and burst, but 
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without injury to any one. The King immediately retired and all the others who 

had been seated there got up and left. That same evening the King called up the 

chief officers of the army and thus addressed them: ‘My brothers — there is no 

longer any safe place for you, or the citizens, or even for me to sit — the 

ceaseless showers of shot and shell have already prevented that — for, as you 

see, by the very [pool] where | was in the habit of sitting every day, the round 

shot and shell are now falling. You say you came here to fight — can you not do 

so even so far as to stop this rain of shot and shell pouring into the Palace?’ 

On hearing this the Nimach, Nasirabad and Bareilly brigade commanders 

held a second council of war and settled that when the rains had to some extent 

abated a force should be despatched to Najafgarh to attack the enemy in the rear, 

while another strong column should assault and carry the Ridge where it was 

believed only a small number of European troops would be left, the main body 

having previously left to oppose the advance from Najafgarh. 

These plans having been agreed on, a party of officers waited on the 

King and asked His Highness to wait for a week or ten days and he woufd then 

see what gallant deeds would be done by his faithful army to advance his cause. 

It was at this period that the following incident took place at the Kudsia 

Bagh battery. About midnight the majority’of the men with the guns were asleep 

while the rest were lying about in scattered groups without their arms or / 

accoutrements — in fact so careless and off their guard that they might as well 

have been asleep — and the troops on picket were in the same condition. A 

servant of one of the English officers observing this state of things, gave 

information to the English on which a Captain sahib took a party of Europeans 

and Ghurkas from the Racket Court battery and massing them on the road 

advanced with light and noiseless footsteps to the Kudsia Bagh. Some of the 

Gurkhas running on in advance came upon the sleeping sepoys and attacked them 

with their kukris [knives]. On opening their eyes the sepoys found themselves in 

the claws of death and fate and pretended to be asleep on which the Gurkhas 

commenced to behead them and killed nearly one hundred. When the other 

mutineers in the battery were roused and stood to their arms the Gurkhas rejoined 

their own party and the Europeans fired a volley killing about one hundred and 

fifty more of the mutineers, while none of the British received.a scratch. The 

latter then carried off three out of the five guns in the battery, but the rebels 

replaced them a few days after and planned an ambuscade. With this object they 

lay in concealment on both sides of the road, the battery appearing empty. Again 

the British were informed that though the captured guns had been replaced, the 

man were again all [off their guard] — so two companies of Europeans and one 

of Gurkhas started at once from the Racket Court post but when close to the 

Kudsia Bagh the sepoys tired a deadly volley killing or wounding about forty, on | 

which the party retired removing their dead. | 

The plan of engaging the British at Najafgarh was repeatedly debated but 

nothing was done. 
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Abdul Wahid [chief clerk] of Mr. Fraser, the Chief Commissioner's 

Court, came one day to [Syed Mubarak Shah] and told him that Mr Powell, 

Postmaster of Moradabad, son of old Mr Powell of Saharanpur, with three other 

Christians and a European sergeant, had been brought to Delhi by the 29th Native 

Infantry and though prisoners were protected by the corps, at the same time 

asking if he could devise any plan for obtaining Mr Powell's release. Atter 

deliberating together they determined to offer a sum of money to Bakht Khan to 

liberate him. That officer however demanded a sum of Rs. 10.000 to be paid 

beforehand, which he would, he said, share with the officers and men of the 29th 

— but added that Mr P.’s life was in no danger and they need not imagine it was 

as the regiment had made him a Muslim and would no doubt eventually release 
him, the corps having protected him hitherto from the men of other regiments 
who would otherwise have to a certainty murdered him 

Some days later the officers of the 29th represented to Bakht Khan that 

the sahibs who were in their lines were much inconvenienced owing to its being 
the rainy season and asked him to arrange for their removal to a house in the city 

as all had embraced the Muslim faith. Bakht Khan on this spoke to Shaib-ud-din, 
who had been stationed in the [police headquarters] to attend to the requirements 

of the Bareilly brigade, and he had them placed in an unoccupied room under a 
strong guard of ghazis, the sepoys remaining in the lower storey of the building 
Only the men of the 29th and these ghazis were permitted to hold any 
communication with the prisoners — but both Abdul Wahid and me [chief of 
police] managed now and then by bribing the guard to pass sweetmeats and other 
comforts to them but were never allowed to approach near enough to admit of 
conversation. One day however Mirza Moghul came to the [police headquarters] 
and through his servant directed the [chief of police] to present a gift to him as 
the King’s son. The [chief of police] having received no pay had to borrow Rs. 2 
from one of the [militiamen] and presented them to the prince accompanyiitg him 
afterwards to see the sahibs. As the [prince] was seated on one side, the [chief of 

| police] managed to get close to Mr Powell who whispered: ‘Mubarak Shah, shall 
I live to see Saharanpur again?’ on which [he] replied in the same low tones: 
‘God alone knows, but keep up your heart, for Abdul Wahid and I have been 
scheming for your return there and the release of these other sahibs also.’ The 
ghazis perceiving what was going on peremptorily stopped it saying all talking 
was forbidden and that the [chief of police] had been allowed to approach the 
prisoners only on account of his having accompanied the prince. 

When the sepoys of the other mutineer regiments heard of the Europeans 
being in the [police headquarters] they charged the [chief of police] with being in 
league with the English and of being a Christian, threatening to attack the place 
and put him and the prisoners to death. They came several times to put these 
threats into execution but were told that the men were under the protection of the 
29th and the [troopers] and others stationed at the police office prevailed on them 
to depart. 
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About the 26th August it was finally settled in council that a column 

should be sent round to Najafgarh consisting of the entire Nimach brigade with 

its guns and the Nasirabad brigade and its artillery, while a reserve under the 

immediate command of Bakht Khan should bring up the rear composed of two 

Infantry Regiments. four hundred Cavalry and four guns. This force marched on 

the 27th. On reaching the Jumna canal the bridge was found to have been 

destroyed by the British but Bakht Khan had it repaired so inefficiently that it 

again gave way on the troops attempting to cross. During the time it was being 

made serviceable the rebel troops were exposed for a whole day and night to the 

inclemency of the season and thoroughly drenched with rain. At length the bridge 

being reported safe, the column moved on to [a] village . . . about {12 miles] from 

the city and along the bank of an extensive swamp, the Bareilly brigade as 

reserve bringing up the rear. 
} 

Previous to the arrival of the rebel army at Najafgarh, intelligence of the 

movement had reached the British who without delay dispatched a comparatively q 

small column consisting of two troops of artillery and a body of infantry who 

proceeding along the dry side of the swam
p were ready to oppose the mutineers. 

The Nimach troops arrived greatly fatigued at the swamp . . . but had no 

time to rest and refresh themselves. Besidés the wheels of the gun carriages sunk 

so continually in the swamp that the progress was very slow and the sepoys had” 

to wade through water which was above their knees. While thus struggling in the 

morass the British guns opened upon them and Bakht Khan hearing them halted 

the reserve. The real fact was that he and the officers of the Nimach force were ” 

not on good terms. They had been displeased at his having been given the chief 

command and he was angry with them for having openly shown their 

dissatisfaction. On this account one party desired the ruin and degradation of the 

other. Each leader wanted his own name alone to be famous, and himself hailed 

as victor. 

The grape from twelve guns now poured into the Nimach troops and 

infantry and artillery became helplessly fixed in the marsh — they could neither 

advance or retreat and numbers began to fall. To make matters worse they were 

unable to see the British guns which were dealing such destruction in their ranks, 

as they were hidden by trees and high standing crops, but notwithstanding the 

extreme difficulty of their position the rebel artillery tired repeatedly and the 

sepoys also. 

When men can neither advance or retire there is no help for them — the 

brave man and the coward have nothing for it but to stop and die. On that day 

470 of the Nimach brigade, Horse, Foot and Artillery, were killed by grape alone. 

The Nasirabad brigade had in the meantime advanced on the right and 

their fire proved fatal to upwards of a hundred of the British thereby enabling the 

remaining portion of the Nimach men to get out of the swamp. Had it not beer 

for this not a man, not even an animal belonging to that brigade would havé 

escaped alive. Their six guns fell into the hands of the British and the mutinee 

army fled in utter disorder while the round shot increasingly harassed them it 
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their flight. At length staggering along exhausted and totally disorganised thes 

reached Bakht Khan’s fresh troops and retired along with them while the 

Europeans took the captured guns to pieces, placed them on elephants and carried 

them to their camp on the Ridge. 

The rebel troops had been practically starving for three days on this 

expedition. Bakht Khan therefore sent a company in advance to Mirza Moghul 

and Jemadar Shahbahadur urging them to send parched rain. sweetmeats, etc 

for the men with all possible haste. The [prince] told the Jemadar to see to tt Ihe 

latter suggested that orders be issued to the [chief of police] and the [parchers of 

grain] but the city Thanadars refused point blank to execute the orders sayin tt 

was not their duty to arrange for supplies While matters were in this state tlic 

near approach of the troops was announced, when Mirza Moghul warned the 

Thanadars that in the present temper and hunger of the troops. thes would in all 

probability be killed if the supplies were not forthcoming. The prince further 

declared that the [chief of police] was the person really in fault and deserved to 

be killed. Consequently the [commander] of the Hariana Regiment took a 

company to the [police headquarters] for that purpose. The [chiel of police | 

suddenly discovering the plot against his life escaped through a dark passage in 

{the} rear of the [police headquarters] and eventually arriy ed safely at the home 

of Abdul Wahid who has already been mentioned. The sepoys after searching In 

vain for the [chief of police] left for the Palace taking the [deputy chief] along 

with them after giving him a severe beating - they would have killed him but 

Shahbahadur prevented them. Fazl Huq then collected sweetmeats and other 

supplies and despatched them to the troops outside the walls of the city. The 

beaten army at last reached their own tents, but so great had been their panic. so 

complete their defeat that they did not fully recover their senses for three days 

The prestige of the rebel army had waned materially previous to their defeat at 

Najafgarh but after that it was completely and for ever lost. 

The sepoys began to renew their charge against the [chief of police] 

declaring he was injuring the cause and in collusion with the British, so he left 

his office and took shelter with Hakim Ahsanullah Khan who recommended his 

keeping out of the way for a few days until the matter blew over. saying that he 

would report his being indisposed. On Bakht Khan hearing this he sent a guard to 

bring him, as from his remaining in hiding he suspected he was tampering with 

the enemy, and at the same time telling him that if really was ill he could live just 

as well at the [police headquarters] as elsewhere and if he died he. Bakht Khan. 

would have him decently buried. The [chief of police] was therefore taken back 

to [police headquarters] by the guard. 

Four days after the fight at Najafgarh some [robbers] informed Bakht 

Khan that a number of carts containing supplies’ for the British camp were halted 

{at a travellers’ resting place] near Alipur. He, in consequence, despatched a 

force consisting of 500 Volunteer Horse, in addition to the Nimach Cavalry, two 

regiments of infantry and three guns, to Alipur. These troops arrived during the 

night and after having killed and wounded several of the escort and dispersed the 
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rest, looted the supplies, and seeing no enemy, determined to halt for the night 

and take the carts next morning to Delhi. One of the escort however who had 

escaped conveyed intelligence of the disaster to the British camp when two 

troops of European Cavalry, a battery of guns, and a regiment of Gurkhas 

marched at once for [Alipur] and arriving before sunrise opened fire. The rebels 

who had a village between them and the English kept up a heavy fire until their 

ammunition was expended — but the mutineer Horse had commenced to retire 

immediately the British guns opened and were loudly abused by their infantry 

who kept shouting: ‘You infernal cowards and pigs. Where are you going to — 

what can the [Europeans] do to you? You brutes, look at us — we will not retreat 

one step until the last breath comes into our throats.’ No one paid any attention 

and the Foot soon followed thé Horse. The British advanced and took possession 

of the [travellers’ resting place] which they found deserted and made immediate 

arrangements for the removal of the carts with the supplies to their own camp on 

the Ridge. The rebel force, though their loss had been small, re-entered Delhi in a 

state of complete panic. The Europeans had only three or four killed, all by the 

enemy's round shot. On the return of the successful force into camp the British 

advanced the Racket Court battery to the Kudsia Bagh and held that position. On 

this the rebel army lost all heart for whenever the British had captured any 

position no efforts on the part of the mutineers had ever succeeded in retaking it. 

Moreover the Kudsia Bagh battery was close to the city wall. 

The simultaneous discharge of six guns from [the Kudsia Bagh] quickly 

spread terror among the rebel artillerymen on the walls and their condition 

rendered them unable to work their guns: indeed it became evident to the 

mutineers generally that the British troops would very shortly enter the capital. 

Hakim Ahsanullah Khan seeing their state of panic bribed a [woman], through 

one of his own servants, to mix some percussion powder with the sulphur and 

other ingredients which she was grinding in the manufacture of gunpowder. This 

woman was one of a large number employed making powder for the troops. She 

carried out his instructions towards sunset when the powder made during the day 

was collected in a large heap. A spark from her millstone fell on it and the whole 

exploded killing about four hundred and fifty persons and utterly destroying the 

houses in the neighbourhood. 

Mirza Moghul led the sepoys to betieve that Hakim Ahsanullah Khan 

was at the bottom of the business and recommended their putting him to death. 

The rumour spread like wildfire through the city and the sepoys pouring out of 

every street, lane and alley rushed fully armed to the Palace. The King was at the 

time returning from Lelunghur and Ahsanullah Khan with him, but the majority 

of the sepoys did not know the Hakim by sight. They surrounded the royal 

palanquin, which was a kind of throne borne on men’s Shoulders, and one of their 

number recognising Ahsanullah was about to cut him down when the King 

stretched out his arm and prevented on which Shah Samad Khan, one of the 

King’s orderlies, seized the Hakim by the hand and drawing him out of the crowd 

one of the royal apartments from which he was transferred into one of the private 
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rooms, while the infuriated sepoys rushed into the [Royal Treasury | with their 

muskets and pressing on the royal palanquin shouted: “We will leave when you 

deliver Ahsanullah Khan into our hands - until then we don’t budge.” 

Other parties of sepoys ran to the Hakim’s residence, set the buildings on 

fire and destroyed or looted an immense amount of property. The women of the 

family escaped and concealed themselves in the neighbours’ houses 

As soon as the King heard of the plunder and burning of his friend's 

house he sent his bodyguard consisting of four hundred Atghan Horse. in whom 

he placed implicit reliance, to suppress the fire and stop the plunder. [hese men 

went as directed but on arrival joined the sepoys and townspeople in the genera! 

pillage. In the meantime Mirza Moghul had sent a trooper to bring the [chiet of 

police] to the palace and kept him there under surveillance asserting that he was 

an accomplice in the explosion of the [gunpowder] 

When 8 o’clock had struck the King saw that there was no chance of the 

sepoys leaving the Palace until the Hakim was made over to them so he earnestly 

implored both Mirza Moghul and Mirza Khan Sultan to make them swear not to 

put the old man to death. As it was Mirza Moghul who had originated the 

accusation .. . his heart relented when thus supplicated by the King his father, 

and he induced the sepoys to take the oath, after which he, accompanied by 

Mirza Khizr Sultan and Mirza Abu Bakr, took Ahsanullah Khan and handed him 

over to the troops at the same time sending the [chief of police] back to [police 

headquarters] under an escort. 

The mutineers placed the Hakim in the room he usually occupied in the 

Palace and stationed a guard over him. For four days he was thus confined and 

during the whole of that time the King never once left his private apartments, 
replying to all remonstrances on the part of the rebel officers: “lam sick and ill 

— Ahsanuliah Khan was my medical man. You have imprisoned him 
henceforward it will be very difficult for me to live.” On this the chief military 
officers consulted together and eventually took the Hakim from the sepoys and 
brought him to the King, who placing his hand on his friend’s shoulder remained 
‘weeping for some time. Then in accordance with his usual practice he left his 

apartments and held a state durbar. After it was over Mirza Moghul and Mirza 
Abu Bakr placing Ahsanullah Khan [on their own elephant] escorted him to his 

burnt dwelling where they left him on receiving a gift of two gold mohurs. 
The sepoys also attacked and plundered the house of Raja Jait Singh, 

uncle of the [ruler] of Patiala, believing that he conveyed intelligence of city 
affairs to the maharaja. Not content with plundering his palace they disgraced 
him and led him with bare feet through the main bazaars to the royal Palace. The 
King, who was sitting in the Diwan-i-khas, saw the raja being thus hurried along 
by the sepoys and rose up at once, [clasping] him to his bosom and consoling him 
to the best of his ability and expressing regret at the treatment he had met with. 
He bemoaned also his own helpless position and the power and unbridled licence 
of the soldiery. The King then sent Mirza Moghul and Miza Abu Bakr with the 
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raja and had him taken w ith all respect and honour to the Akla Mahal within the 

Palace. * 
On the following day the sepoys seized a Christian, name unknown, and 

took him to the Fort with the intention of killing him. The [chief of police] 

hoping that if he could get him from them in their excited and bloodthirsty state 

he might eventually be able to save his life begged that they would spare him for 

the moment so as to obtain from him all particulars of the enemy on the Ridge — 

adding: ‘Although | am well aware that you regard me as an enemy, 1 still 

consider the course | propose the best. It is in your power to act on the advice or 

reject it.” Hyat Muhammad Khan, Daffadar [corporal] of Gall’s Irregulars who 

happened to be standing near remarked: ‘Yes, my brothers, leave him here and 

we'll make a Muslim of him. Keep him in the [police headquarters] where 

everything is under your own eye.’ The sepoys agreed to this proposal. Parties of 

them came every second or third day saying: “You ought to kill that man? — 

when the [chief of police] and the Daffadar would reply: “We are instructing him 

in the Muhammadan faith, and he will soon recant.’ They would then send for the 

man and tell him he must turn Muslim without delay, but he invariably refused 

and was sent back to [one of the city jails] along with thethieves and pickpockets 

of the city who were confined there —,both [chief of police] and Daffadar 

asserting 10 or 15 days more would see him a Muhammadan while at heart they 

hoped that in the meantime the city would be assaulted and the prisoner escape in 

the confusion. It was the will of the most high God that such should be the case’ 

and he escaped on that day. His name is not known but if he ever turns up he will 

confirm the above statement. 

By this time the British battery at the Kudsia Bagh had greatly damaged 

the city wall and damaged the muzzles of most of the mutineers’ guns rendering 

them wholly unserviceable and killed nearly all the artillerymen. The guns on the 

Kala Burj were completely silenced. The gunners dared not raise their heads 

above the parapet, indeed the fire was so incessant that the disabled guns could 

not be removed and replaced by others. 

On that same day, Friday, the ghazis collected in great numbers, prepared 

for action and took the most solemn oath that they would go out and fight and if 

necessary die, but would never retreat. This large assemblage made a brave show 

and when passing the [police headquarters] called out: ‘If the [chief of police] is 

a true Muslim let him come with us. We go to die.” [Syed Mubarak Shah] tried to 

excuse himself saying his duties lay in the city and he had no call to go out to 

battle — but they replied: ‘No — today we will put you to the proof and if you 

do not join our crusade against the unbelievers we shall include you in the [holy 

war] and put you to death.” As a last resource he agreed to go, saying: “T will 

bathe and dress. Proceed and | will follow immediately.’ Deceiving them in this 

way he induced them to depart, saying to himself: ‘Most of these fellows will be 

killed and those who survive will not remember to come for me.’ 

The ghazis marched along the Chandni Chowk shouting out: ‘Citizens, 

citizens. all who would be martyrs for the faith, come, follow us.’ Several of the 
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townspeople, just for the name of the thing, accompanied them but returned trou 

the main gate. By the grace and power of God two hours had barely passed when 

the entire body of ghuzis returned and on the people enquiring the reason, said 

‘The hour of prayer had arrived and evening approached henee our return” But 

the real cause was that the fire from the batteries and the ceaseless volleys ot 

musketry prevented any advance. Only a few sepoys attempted to go on nor 

of the others dared raise their heads — and if out of a thousand men only ten 

willing to fight, what good can they do they will not be even noticed 

The King became greatly depressed when he heard that the wun 

city walls had been silenced and taking up a Koran opened it to see what it 

declare. The first passage his eye fell on was to the following effect: “Neither vou 

nor your army but those who were before.” The old King remained silent but 

Hakim Ahsanuilah Khan tried to persuade him that it really meant he would 

conquer in the [end]. The fact being that he dared not give the real interpretation 

from fear of Bakht Khan, Maulvi Sarfaraz Ali and Faz! Hug 

Now that the rebel army had become panic-stricken and knew that the 

British would soon gain an entrance into the city they publicly declared their 

intention of evacuating it and plundering the neighbouring districts on the plea 

that they had received neither pay or means of subsistence from the King and 

were starving. A sum of Rs. 32.000 received from Tuli Ram of Rewari was in 

consequence distributed among the troops and it was resolved in council that the 

balance necessary to pay up the arrears to the troops should be raised by a house 

tax and by contributions from the [landowners] and well-to-do residents but 

no violence or undue pressure to be allowed in the collection of the cess. From 

men known to own upwards of [100,000 rupees]. a contribution of Rs. 25.000 

was demanded — but those assessed at this amount went to Mirza Moghul and 

giving him a present of five or six hundred rupees succeeded in having the call 

reduced to Rs. 1500 or even Rs. 1,000. The result was that only about Rs. 6.000 

were levied under the general tax and a similar amount from the [richer residents] 

of the city. 

The mutineers now began to construct a large [earthwork] inside the 

Kashmir gate with the view of intercepting the fire from the Kudsia Bagh and 

other batteries — but it was of little effect as the British fire was so fearful and 

continuous that the very earth shook. 

The sepoys of the 29th Native Infantry recollecting the sergeant whom 

they had brought with them from Muradabad and hoping to benefit by any skill 

he might possess, took him in a [litter] to the Taliwara battery and after flattering 

his courage and ability asked how the effect of their artillery fire could be 

increased. He in consequence laid and fired the guns against the English 

batteries. The shot struck fair and true and so delighted the sepoys that they 

presented gifts to the sergeant who replied: ‘It is too late — I can do nothing now 

— if you had acted on my advice at the commencement, the British batteries 

could not have advanced a foot. Now that matters are hopeless you want me to 

stop their further progress — it is impossible but I will die along with you.” 
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Only three rebel batteries remained at Taliwara. The fire from the city 

walls had ceased and the English now chiefly concentrated their fire on the 

Kashmir gate and its immediate neighbourhood. They also placed a couple of 

guns close to the wall, in advance of those at the Kudsia Bagh and completed and 

strengthened this new battery notwithstanding the most strenuous opposition on 

the part of the mutineers who made repeated sallies from the Kashmir gate. 

When the English were satisfied that the proper time for assault had 

arrived they determined that it should take place at 4 a.m. on the 14th September 

_.. At that hour one division marched against the rebel battery at Taliwara which 

it succeeded in capturing though met with a terrible fire of round shot, shell, 

grape and musketry. All the heavy field guns fell into the hands of the British - 

but the rebels managed to reméve all the Horse Artillery pieces. A mass of ghazis 

from the Bareilly and Nimach camps hastened to Taliwara and hurled themselves 

upon the British who, overmatched, fell back with the loss of two guns and their 

ammunition waggons. In this engagement about three hundred men fell on either 

side. On retiring the British made for the Kala Burj and took it by assault when 

the rebels evacuated the position at Taliwara. 

The attack on the Kala Burj [a fortified tower] was as follows: 

The troops placed a ladder against it and a European officer mounted 

first. He was killed instantly, his body falling back into the ditch. Ten ora dozen 4 

ladders were then planted against both sides of the Burj when several other | 

officers, European soldiers and Gurkhas mounted them and rushing on the 

defenders and singling out the gunners and killing them, captured the guns, on 

which the sepoys fled leaving the Burj in the hands of the British. 

The other division of the English which had advanced from the Kudsia 

Bagh had by this time entered the city by means of scaling ladders — while the + 

third division which had moved on the Kashmir gate found it closed and 

barricaded — on which some European officers fastened bags of gunpowder 

against it and blew up the entire gate with its defenders when the troops rushed in 

and thus penetrated into the city. 

[Two] regiments of the Nasirabad brigade with part of the 20th Native 

Infantry and two guns were in Colonel Skinner’s house near the Kashmir gate 

and met the advancing British column with such a deadly fire of grape, and 

musketry that between three and four hundred men were killed or wounded 

including over sixty officers. The column wavered and partially retired but the 

officers with wonderful gallantry stood their ground and in the midst of that 

deadly fire took counsel together what should be the next move. 

After a short time the officers prevailed on their men to advance and they 

proceeded to clear the way by firing every now and then from two guns of a field 

battery which they had procured. On seeing the bold advance of the British 

column the Nasirabad troops retired with their guns, many flying in such panic 

that they mistook the way and rushing madly through several houses leapt over 

the city walls. The English then occupied the vacated position in Colonel 

Skinner’s house and grounds and planted a battery there. 
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A party of European cavalry with indomitable courage advanced as far as 

Nawwab Khan's gateway but encountered a heavy volley from sepoys concealed 

in the adjoining houses. Several of the troopers fell dead and the rest retired, ten 

or twelve passing through the ruined gateway of [a] house whence they galloped 

into the Chandni Chowk where the mutineer cavalry had picketed a large number 

of their horses. These they hamstrung and then retired. In the meantime a party of 

European infantry led by a Captain advanced with invincible bravery to the 

Palace, determined to get possession of the King or perish in the attempt while 

another party went to the [police headquarters] a third into the garden 

surrounding the Begum Sumru’s palace and a fourth worked their way 

through every difficulty to the Jama Masjid. This last: party which had, in 

addition to their regular arms, a small mortar with plenty of ammunition was 

attacked with great ferocity by the sepoys, ghaziy and city people and being 

without support was forced to retire with a loss of about forty Europeans. The 

party in the [Begum Sumru’s gardens] had about fifteen killed. Those who had 

gone to the [police headquarters] gained entrance by means of ladders planted 

against the walls. The three Eurasian clerks who had as already mentioned been 

brought from Moradabad by the 29th Native Infantry were still in confinement 

under a ghazi guard. Or, entering the place two of the townspeople who were in 

[the cells] were shot by the Europeans who spared all the others on their praying 

for mercy. The three Christian clerks were also killed but it is not known by 

whom — one account stating that the ghazis put them to death before their own 

flight — the other that they were shot by the European soldiery in mistake for 

rebels. [Syed Mubarak Shah] was fortunately absent that day having gone to 

Bakht Khan’s camp to enquire for a friend who was sick. A large body of ghazis 

assembling from various points advanced on the [police headquarters] on which 
the Europeans came down and engaged them but were so greatly outnumbered 

that they were obliged to fall back on their main body at the Kashmir gate after 
sustaining considerable loss. The Christian who, it will be remembered, had been 

seized by the sepoys at the batteries and whose life had been spared by the 
intervention of the [chief of police] and the Daffadar Hyat Muhammad Khan, 
managed to escape uninjured in the confusion. 

The rebels and mutineers had by this time become thoroughly 
disorganised and with the exception of the Nasirabad brigade began to evacuate 

the city. The rest of the sepoys closed the gates, but were in many instances 
attacked by the townspeople, who in return for the bad treatment to which they 
had been subjected at their hands deprived them of their arms, beat them with 
shoes and disgraced them in every possible way, crying out: ‘Where is your 
boasted courage? What has become of your power that you can no longer oppress 
and tyrannise over us?’ 

The British had now entire possession of the block of houses in the 
vicinity of the Kashmir gate and had erected a battery there. The Shah Burj was 
also in their hands. One side of the city extending from the Kashmir gate to the 
Magazine on one side and to the Shah Burj on the other, was occupied by them 
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while abundant stores of all kinds were constantly being brought in from their old 

camp on the Ridge. 

When news of the assault reached the Palace the main gates were closed 

and two large guns charged with grape placed in front of the principal entrance. It 

is beyond the power of words to express or describe the courage and dash of the 

party of Europeans who went first to the Palace and who were nearly all killed 

nor indeed is a correct account possible of those who went to the Jama Masjid — 

the pen of a man Is unable to record it — for there were at least sixty thousand 

mutineers, ghazi and rebel troops in Delhi and about an equal number of city 

people. The last it is true were not all enemies but the British at the time believed 

them to be so. Officers and men pressed on regardless of the numbers opposed to 

them, thinking only of gaiiing entrance into the Palace and if necessary 

sacrificing their lives within it. About three hundred sepoys and ghazis fell that 

day in the city. After the Europeans had made good their entry they were 

followed by Sikhs and Gurkhas whose loss amounted to over 150 men. A 

company of Europeans and one of Gurkhas held the Shah Burj, a detachment of 

Sikhs being placed in support with a couple of guns. Three thousand rebel troops 

with two guns attempted to retake it but were met with so terrible a fire that they 

hurriedly retired. 

By 12 o’clock on the day most ofthe rebel army reached their tents but 

the two Nasirabad regiments . . . took up a strgng position in the Magazine. Up to 

this time the King had been led to believe that the fighting was confined to the 

quarter of the city in the vicinity of the Kashmir gate. 

Despair now fell on the rebel army in Delhi and elsewhere. They had no 

longer any hope of success or of driving the English out of the country and only 

thought how they could save their own lives. ~ : 

The Europeans held a council of war to determine how the Magazine 

should be assaulted. 

About | p.m. a mixed crowd of sepoys [troopers] of various regiments 

and ghazis assembled but finding it impossible to proceed along any of the streets 

as all the approaches were held by the British who shot down all who dared to 

show themselves, they commenced a sharp fire from the tops of the houses which 

they maintained until dusk but it was all to no purpose — they had effected 

nothing when night came on. Only two guns now remained with the mutineers 

and along the whole of the Chandni Chowk to the Palace and even to the Lahore 

gate only scattered parties of sepoys and ghazis were to be seen — all the rest 

had fled. 
The greater part of the [two Nasirabad] regiments occupying the 

Magazine, believing that the Europeans had got into their rear would assault 

during the night when no support could possibly reach them evacuated the 

position and dispersed. 

The same sort of thing already described continued the following day. 

Whenever the Europeans saw an opportunity they made their way into the main 

streets and bazaars and shot all who opposed them. The spirit of the mutineers 

now completely deserted them and they contemplated entire evacuation of the 

capital. 
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On the third day the English effected a break in the Magazine wall 

through which they managed to enter and overcoming the sepoys took 

possession of the place after which they raised batteries in commanding positions 

outside. 

As a last resource several of the principal officers of the mutincer army 

accompanied by Sarfaraz Ali and Maulvi Faiz Ahmad went to the King and 

besought him to mount and lead the troops assuring him that the entire army, the 

citizens of Delhi and the people of the surrounding country would all tolloys 

fight and die for him, and expel the British. The King, afraid of his lite, hesitated 

On which they more earnestly entreated him saying: “Your end ts now 

approaching — you will be captured — why die a shametul dishonourable death? 

Why not die fighting and leave an imperishable name?” The King replied that he 

would place himself at the head of the troops at 12 o’¢lock that day 

As soon as the Royal intention of leading the army to battle was known, 

masses of mutineers, gazis and townsmen collected in front of the Palace. not 

less than seventy thousand men. Presently the royal [sedan chair] was scen 

slowly issuing forth from the great gates — on which the troops and citizens 

advanced towards the Magazine but halted about two hundred yards from it as all 

who went further fell by the British bullets which poured down the street like 

rain. The King’s [sedan chair] had by this time almost reached another of the 

gates of the Palace and he sent continually to ascertain how far his army had 

advanced, but they were no nearer the Magazine — when Hakim Ahsanullah 

Khan, forcing his way to his royal master, told him that if he went any further he 

would to a certainty be shot as European riflemen were concealed in the different 

houses. ‘Moreover,’ added the Hakim, “if you go out with the army to fight how 

can I possibly explain your conduct tomorrow to the British. What excuse can | 
advance for you after you have joined the mutineers in battle?’ On hearing these 
words the King left the procession and re-entered the Palace on the plea of going 
to the evening prayer. The mass of the people and troops now became confused. 
then alarmed, and eventually dispersed. 

During the night the English shelled the Palace and the rebel 
encampments outside the walls. That same night the King left the Palace by the 
back entrance to the river, crossed in a boat and went to Humayun’s tomb about 
two miles from the city and there remained. The mass of the people, Hindu and 
Muslim, began to leave the city but the rebel officers alone knew of the King’s 
flight. A party of European soldiers more or less intoxicated entered the house of 
Ramji Das Mahajur on pretence of protecting the women of the family but 
treated them in a shameful manner. 

During the night the King sent to Bakht Khan for two hundred 
[cavalrymen] as a personal guard and at 3 a.m. on the morning of the 20th 
September 1857 . . . they were about to start under the command of Maulvi 
Nurdad Ali, when the rest of the regiment seeing the horse saddled suspected that 
all was not right and got ready also. The infantry observing the cavalry prepared 
for a move, followed suit — while the artillery on hearing that the sepoys were 
fully accoutred and ready to march made immediate arrangements for flight, 
remarking: “God knows what’s in the wind now.” When the Nimach brigade saw 

| 
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that of Bareilly about to start they followed their example — so did the Nasirabad 

column — the result being that when the 200 troopers moved off in front 

intending to proceed to the King, the entire rebel army’s Horse, Foot and 

Artillery commenced their retreat in a confused broken mass, leaving all their 

tents and baggage behind. No one attempted to stop them — not a man even 

asked his neighbour where they were going — all were alike broken in spirit and 

apathetic, because flight had for some time been the uppermost thought in each 

man’s heart. The rebel army proceeded by the direct road to Balabgarh and 

Farukhabad. On arrival at Humayun’s tomb Bakht Khan and Muhammad Shafi 

went to [the King] and asked him to accompany them. He prepared to do so but 

was stopped by Hakim Ahsanullah Khan who said: ‘Recollect that you are the 

King. It is not right for you to ‘go. The army of the English mutinied against their 

masters, fought with them and have béen utterly routed and dispersed. What has 

your Highness to do w ith them? Be of good courage. The English will not regard 

you as guilty.’ With such words he restrained the King from accompanying the 

army in its flight, on which Bakht Khan and Muhammad Shafi left and rejoined it 

on the march to Balabgarh. It went via Mathura and crossing the river Jumna 

reached a place not far from Aligarh. There it separated into two divisions, the 

Cavalry going towards Bareilly, the Infantry moving to the eastward but 

wherever the army went it was defeated attd scattered and sent to Hades as the 

object of God’s displeasure. ‘ 

When the English on the Ridge saw that the entire mutineer army had 

abandoned their baggage and were flying in panic and confusion thinking solely 

of saving their own worthless lives, and in disorderly and disgraceful retreat were 

hurrying along the road to hell, they assumed the entire government of the city 

. 

and without fear or favour proceeded to reward the friends and well wishers of 

the British government and to punish the evil doers. 

The following day Mirza Alahi Baksh . . . father-in-law of the late Heir 

Apparent, after an interview with Hodson Sahib went to the King at Humayun’s 

tomb with the intention of bringing [him] back into Delhi. Outside the tomb he 

was met by Hodson Sahib, who took charge of the King and placed him under 

surveillance in the Palace. 

Hodson Sahib subsequently brought the princes Mirza Moghul, Mirza 

Abu Bakr and Mirza Khizr Sultan in a [bullock cart] as prisoners and when near 

the jail shot all three and had their bodies taken to the [police headquarters]. 

After the lapse of a year and a half when the contract of the Company 

Bahadur [East India Company] was broken and the Queen of England took the 

country under her own rule, she proclaimed a general amnesty and forgiveness 

for all past offences. 

May the High God ever protect and shield so great and merciful a 

Sovereign and preserve her people in the Easf from all tyranny and oppression. 

(in: Red Year: The Indian Rebellion of 1857. By Michael Edwards. London: 

Hamish Hamilton 1973, pp. 185-235, Appendix) 
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